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 Abstract 
 
This project aims at researching the shrouded side of multi-national corporations, essentially the 
moral aspects of the branding strategies employed. This is being done through a timeline of 
examples of moral decay on the corporations’ behalf. Furthermore, one of the projects main aims 
is uncovering marketing schemes, strategies and the effects there of, by looking at a classic 
advertisement featuring the Marlboro Man, also looking at the anti-campaigns that have been 
made, the anti-advertisement from Adbusters, to illustrate and even highlight the differences 
between them. Going another step further, this project examines the philosophical nature of 
corporations, mainly dealing with the strategies to accommodate other aspects of corporate social 
responsibility than the financial. This will be carried out through two CSR models created by 
respectively - Heidi Hansen and Archie B. Carroll, in a comparative analysis, while utilizing the 
official and recognized standards of the American Marketing Association on ethical marketing, 
while tying it all together with the use of Kant’s deontology as a binding force, and baseline for 
morality in marketing and CSR. It also examines the perception of the consumers, on morality, 
ethical behavior and branding, which will be further examined through a critical discourse 
analysis. Lastly the project will end with the use of the social constructivism theory by Berger 
and Luckmann, explaining the meanings of the relationship between young people and tobacco 
that lead to the creation of the identity of groups within the society. 
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1.1 Introduction:  
 
Societies are ever changing due to how people are constantly evolving. Laws, norms, ideas and 
perceptions are simply a small part of the constant development. This dynamic forces 
corporations to adapt to society and its expectations. In our project we seek to unravel how 
companies adapt to these changes, even today, considering the scandals which are being 
spotlighted by both media and organizations. By analyzing certain companies and their 
advertisement strategies, looking at Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), and applying 
theories from Kant, we hope to get an idea on how these corporations advertise their products 
and adapt to societal changes.  
Throughout the project, we will seek to examine the numerous variations used by corporations to 
lure consumers into using their products. This has, as said, caused great trouble and continually 
does since the society has been included into every larger corporation. Volkswagen Group will 
be investigated for the sake of unravelling how the CSR strategies used by the corporation has 
caused them even more trouble than first assumed. Through a use of a timeline, it has been 
discovered, and documented, that these scandals, whether minor or major, happen on a, roughly 
said, daily basis and that it is a result of the heavily increased focus towards societal acceptance.  
Furthermore, it has proved to be highly interesting to examine how the Tobacco Industry variates 
from, for instance, Volkswagen in their pursuit of getting their lethal products to reach societal 
acceptance. As aforementioned, this goes along with Kant and the moral aspect that undoubtedly 
exists in modern branding. Moreover, we hope to reach a greater understand of how the term 
“brand” has developed through time and ultimately turned into what it is known as as of today – 
and eventually how society gained such an important role in corporate branding. Trying to 
examine what has been said here, we seek to answer our question by the very end of this 
assignment: 
“How have corporations adapted to the society over the years, and how, in relation to Kant, do 
they live up to expectations of their consumers?  
 
 
1.2 Motivation 
 
The relations between society, companies as well as advertising and the approach to customers 
have changed a lot throughout history. Now we, as a group, have chance to analyze these very 
interesting relations. Real knowledge about the consequences of the use of tobacco is distributed, 
and as a consequence of this, consumers may question the moral stance of the corporate world.  
As we made contact with the first sources, we found it immediately interesting that there are 
incredible techniques and meanings, behind the way companies affect customers to become 
attracted to their products. 
Even though most of the people are now more capable to make the best decisions for themselves, 
what we could not understand in the tobacco case, is why do people smoke anyway, if we live in 
a society where it is well known that cigarettes are bad for the health and will end up killing the 
smoker. 
On the same ground we found it interesting how companies handle the selling of these products 
such as tobacco, knowing the side effects. This is why we decided to look into the morality 
aspect of the companies. 
How is it possible that after all these years of detailed research about most of the products 
circulating the market, people may still not be able to identify the reality of the facts, or are the 
companies were able to change society’s mentality by working on altered techniques, which will 
draw to the same exact conclusion of the past years, when for example tobacco advertising was 
allowed.  
The motivation behind this paper brought us to work hard on trying to answer all these questions, 
and our problem formulation. Trying to understand what is the companies’ minds such as the 
customers’ composing the society, but most important to draw a link between the two and 
understand the type of relation that has been formed. 
1.3 Methodology  
 
As mentioned earlier, the two dimensions being covered in this project are ‘’Text and Sign’’ and 
‘’Philosophy and Science’’. Within these two dimensions several theories and methods can be 
applied, and which ones are used throughout this project, will be elaborated on shortly. 
In this project there will be a basic picture analysis of an advertisement from Marlboro, and an 
anti-advertisement campaign from Adbusters. The advertisement from Marlboro is a symbol on 
how they use an idol to sell more of their product, where Adbusters anti-advertisement is an 
attempt to ridicule the capitalistic goals within the tobacco industry as a whole, but specifically 
Marlboro. In order to fully understand the meaning behind each picture, the dimension Text and 
Sign calls for a semiotic analysis, specifically the signifier and the signified, due to the fact that 
both pictures have a visual, signifying and provocative nature.  
We will be using a quantitative method, as we are doing a survey about people’s view upon the 
tobacco industry, but also their personal experiences about smoking, and to extract the data 
properly we will be using the quantitative method. In relation to the survey, we will be applying 
a discourse analysis and the qualitative method of a focus group, in order to understand their 
reasons for smoking, but also their critical or non-critical view on the tobacco industry as a 
whole. In order to cover the Philosophy and Science dimension we will be using Immanuel 
Kant’s categorical imperatives in relation to the Corporate Social Responsibility of the tobacco 
industry, but specifically Marlboro. We are using Kant’s theory, in order to investigate whether 
or not the tobacco industry and Marlboro fulfill the moral obligations its consumers demand they 
live up to. To account for the theory for the humanities we are applying social constructivism, in 
order to clarify why young people in our modern society smoke, well knowing that smoking is 
unhealthy, with a specific focus on identity and of course the tobacco industry. 
Semiotic analysis  
Ferdinand de Saussure’s semiotics theory will be applied in order to understand the meaning and 
effects behind both pictures. The relationship between the signifier and the signified will be used 
to unveil the use of different techniques such as color-schemes, messages, and the assumed 
wanted effect. 
Quantitative method - Survey 
We decided to construct an online survey in order for us the receive information about the 
perception of the tobacco industry. We then made use of a quantitative approach, in order for us 
to extract the date from the survey regarding the consumer’s view upon the tobacco industry, and 
while at the same time looking at our own experiences regarding smoking. This approach is used 
when handling larger amounts of data, such as the survey. Our intention with this is to use it as a 
stepping-stone, in order of us to get more information on the topic, thereby preparing ourselves 
for the focus group.  
Qualitative method – Focus Group  
Additionally, we decided to do a focus group, focusing more on the qualitative aspect, here 
favoring the specific data over the number, thereby making the analysis more in depth. By doing 
so, we will get more precise and definite data, compared to that of the survey. The use of the 
focus group will be elaborated on below.  
Critical discourse analysis – Fairclough 
As mentioned earlier this theory will be applied as an analytical tool for our focus group. In order 
to understand and interpret the different discourses, semiosis and social process that entails. 
Additionally, we seek to unravel the different perspectives and try to understand what initially 
the drivers of change were, and what might have set them in motion. To summarize, we want to 
get a view of participants of the focus group, and their opinion upon whether or not, the 
corporations fulfills the moral obligations towards their consumers. 
The categorical imperative 
The theory argues that we have an moral obligation, to act in such a way which could be turned 
into an universal law. In addition, these are based on a natural sense of rationality, and in our 
project, the theory will be accounted for when investigating the question of moral and CSR 
within the tobacco industry, and whether or not they fulfill these obligations. 
Social constructivism  
It will be applied in regards to young smokers today, and why they chose to smoke well knowing 
that smoking is unhealthy, and also in relation to how the tobacco industry has intentionally or 
on purposely, constructed the need for young people to identify themselves through smoking.  
The pyramid of corporate social responsibility  
Created by Archie B. Carroll, and sets the standard for how a company ought to prioritize, in 
order to fulfill the CSR within the pyramid and thereby ensuring that certain aspects, such as 
morality and ethical behavior, are not ignored for financial gain. In this case, the pyramid will be 
used in relation to the tobacco industry.   
Corporate Social Responsibility in the eyes of Heidi Hansen 
Heidi Hansen’s book “Branding” asks several questions of corporate use of CSR. Whereas 
Carroll has a rather economical aspect towards CSR, Heidi Hansen occupies a rather moral 
aspect in her book and how CSR is not a direct nor simple strategy for corporations to use. Her 
work addresses numerous complications in the use of CSR, which will be applied to the 
Volkswagen Group scandal. Thus, we will variate from Carroll’s theory and hopefully obtain 
even more knowledge about the introduction of CSR and involvement of society within 
Corporate branding. 
2.1 Definition of a brand 
 
In order to investigate the morality concept within the companies branding of their product, a 
definition of a brand needs to be set. 
The concept of branding can be tracked back to the middle of the 18th century, where the 
industrialization began, and where the concept has its roots. Due to the mass production of 
products, there were a lot more competition and therefore a need for standing out was necessary 
for each merchant and company. This was the first form of branding, because the merchants 
began to brand their products, so they could separate their products from each other, and the 
branding symbolized the quality and ownership of the brand. At the beginning of the concept, 
branding was about the marketing of products of nice quality, or with revolutionary new details. 
(Hansen, 20) Branding began its transformation, and went into something Heidi Hansen calls 
ESP, which stands for Emotional Selling Proposition. It explains how people identify themselves 
with the product, and what the product does for you functionally (Hansen, 20). If you for 
example eat a snickers, it’s a delicious snack, but it removes your hungriness and makes you 
happy, which is what the brand wants to represent and perhaps the most important thing about 
the brand. The transformation moves on from the identification of the product, to the 
identification of the consumer when buying the product, because of what the product represents 
– the branding of it. 
There is also a psychological aspect of branding, and Heidi Hansen uses Abraham Manslow’s 
pyramid of needs in order to explain why we buy certain products (Hansen, 21). According to the 
pyramid, all people have certain needs which they strive to satisfy in order to look for the 
products that can cover them, both socially, but also on the level of comfort. Basic requirements 
such as food, a home and clothes are not the same problem today, as it was before. The pyramid 
cannot be used in order to explain peoples need today, because of the industrialized society we 
live in. Our need for buying a certain product will often be controlled by a need in the top of the 
pyramid, for example the need controlled by ego. The necessity for buying a specific brand of 
clothes (Louis Vuitton), can both be controlled by a social need for fitting into a certain group, or 
the need of self-realization, because you never imagined having enough money for 
Louis-Vuitton (Hansen, 21). The companies can therefore attach some of these needs onto their 
product, so when the consumers buy a product from Nike for example, they get some of their 
needs covered, because this specific brand and product can provide them. 
When looking at Manslow’s pyramid, Heidi Hansen claims that when we buy products today, it 
is often on the basis of the unmaterialistic values it represents, rather than the products functional 
qualities. According to Heidi Hansen, branding is about what image you can create around your 
product, which gives it a unique value compared to your competitor’s product. A brand can have 
a personality, and it can represent itself through symbols and images which increase the 
unmaterialistic value and therefore it provides emotional pros for the consumer. A brand is a 
perception of the good life, and it becomes a sign. (Hansen, 25) 
David Aaker is a recognized person in the area of branding, and he has developed an identity 
planning model, which focuses on the brand on several levels and from different aspects. The 
goal of the model is to create a strong relationship between the costumer and the brand (Hansen, 
44). One of the levels of the model is the brand as a person. If the brand was a person, what 
would the person be like? Brand personality makes the brand more alive and welcoming, and the 
consumer can thereby express his/hers identification process when using the brand. A personality 
can therefore create a connection between the consumer and the brand (Hansen, 51). Marlboro 
has as a brand, created a personality about their cigarettes by having the Marlboro man as their 
front figure. A cowboy represents freedom and a strong independent personality, so when a 
consumer smoke Marlboro, the personality from the Marlboro man gets transferred onto the 
consumer – therefore the consumer identify himself/herself through what the brands personality 
represents, so when smoking Marlboro, the consumer then possesses a personality of freedom 
and independence. Another level in the model is about emotional pros when using a specific 
brand, what feelings the consumer gets when using this brand. If the brand can provide a positive 
feeling for the consumer, the brand can then have emotional pros. The emotional pros must 
appeal towards the specific target group, who might buy this brand, and what feeling they wish 
to acquire when using the brand (Hansen, 62). 
If we once again look at the Marlboro man, the target group was essentially men, but later on 
became an all gender brand. When smoking Marlboro, the male consumer would get the feeling 
of being cool, free and independent, which would make him feel comfortable. Therefore there 
would be emotional pros when smoking Marlboro because of what the brand personality 
represents. 
A brand consist of numerous things. Branding is about the marketing of nice products of good 
quality, which stands out when comparing the product to another. Branding is also about ESP, 
because the companies want the consumer to identify themselves with the product, but also what 
the product does for them on a functional level. Branding has a psychological aspect, where we 
as consumers buy a certain product, in order to cover some of our needs, whether it is a need 
controlled by ego, or a need controlled by self-realization. Branding is also about branding 
strategies, where companies can use these strategies in order to reach their specific target group, 
such as brand as a person or emotional pros – which influences the consumer and ultimately 
makes them buy the product because of what the brand represents, whether it is represented by a 
figure, logo or a slogan. 
 
 
 
2.2 Branding through time 
 
The astronomical growth regarding the wealth and influence of the multinational corporations 
can be traced back to 1980, where a new marketing idea was brought forth: Successful 
corporations must primarily produce brands as opposed to products. (Klein 3) Up until the time 
of this idea, the main focus of the huge corporations was manufacturing of products. As a news 
article from the Fortune Magazine in 1938 wrote: “This is the proposition that the basic and 
irreversible function of an industrial economy is the making of things; that the more things we 
make the bigger we will become, whether dollar or real; and hence that the key to those lost 
recuperative powers lies… in the factory where the lathes and the drills and the fires and the 
hammers are. It is the factory and on the land and under the land that purchasing power 
originates.” (Fortunes Magazine in Klein 3)  
The first ones to become pioneers in branding were companies like Microsoft and Nike. They 
were among the first to explore the idea that the producing of products was only a small part of a 
corporation and its marketing strategy. Since that had recently won a battle, which allowed 
contractors to produce their products for them, they could hire foreigners and outsource their 
productions. This is one of the milestones of branding. These companies did not primarily 
produce products, but images of their brands. “This formula, needless to say, has proved 
enormously profitable, and its success has companies competing in a race toward weightlessness: 
whoever owns the least, has the fewest employees on the payroll and produces the most powerful 
images, as opposed to products, wins the race” (Klein 4)  
This sudden epiphany regarding marketing strategies were suddenly being applied all over the 
business market. This turn of events lead to what we today know as Marlboro Friday, April 2, 
1993. Due to the sudden threat of lesser companies, Marlboro thought it necessary to drop their 
prices on their products by 20 %  in order to be able to keep up with the upcoming competitors. 
At this point the stock markets came crashing down, which lead to panic in the world of 
economics. Marlboro had always used its strong iconic image as a sales technique, the sudden 
price cut was a signal that a strong marketing flagship as Marlboro could no longer sustain its 
position in the marketing hierarchy. In the context of a society which mainly is about the prestige 
of one’s image, these last decades’ culmination of branding suddenly shifted, which lead to the 
follow of several other major companies. If a huge brand like Marlboro had to cut their prices in 
order to compete with the small-timers, branding was surely dead. After 1993, a huge number of 
smaller businesses had doubled their market share in a year. (Klein 12-13) 
Some companies did survive the Marlboro Friday, and merely saw this as an opportunity to focus 
even more on branding. Companies like Nike and Apple. The Marlboro Friday, in other words 
gave us two of the most important developments in the marketing history. Firstly, the discount 
stores that sell of everyday items and monopolizes the “everyday product” market (e.g. 
Walmart). Secondly the huge prestige stores that focuses on lifestyle. (e.g. Apple)  
 
 
Through this emersion of branding, the multinational corporations, that manifest themselves 
through a web of logos throughout the world have grown so big that they have superseded the 
government, but unlike a government, they can only be held accountable to their shareholders. 
We as a consumers lack a way or mechanism to make them answer in a broader public opinion. 
(Klein XXI)  
This rapid expansion is like an assault on our choice, when corporations wish to become more 
overarching, thereby limiting our options as a consumer. It happens structurally and locally. 
Especially when big-box companies target smaller communities.  They use their immense 
amount of cash and net worth to force smaller businesses out of play. Hereby taking the 
competitor with force, and at the same time, create a gravitational pull towards their brand. This 
affects the choice of unbranded values, and at the same time avoids criticism, by being the only 
player in the game. Naomi Klein explains how this rapid brand growth has happened with three 
marketing models. (Klein 130-132) The first being “Price Wars: The Wall-Mart Model” (Klein 
133).  Wall-Mart is the largest retailing business in America, with average stores measuring 
92000 square feet and has become so, by using a simple strategy. You start by building your 
stores 3 times the size of your competitors and buy products for your inventory in such a 
ridicules amount that your suppliers are forced to give you a good price. Then drop your prices 
tauntingly low, making it impossible for small retailers to match your prices. In order for Wall-
Mart to be economical about this, they build their stores on the outskirts of town, where the price 
of both land and taxes are kept to a minimum. At the same time, they build them close to their 
own storage facilities, thereby saving money on transportation and shipping costs. Sam Walton 
the founder of Wall-Mart explained: “We could go as far as we could from a warehouse and put 
in a store. Then we would fill in the map of that territory, state by state, county seat by county 
seat, until we had saturated the market area” (Sam Walton in Klein 134) After they had saturated 
an area, they would build a new storage facility in a new area, and repeat the process. (Klein 
133-134)  
The second one, is one that is being employed by Starbucks: “Clustering: The Starbucks Model” 
(Klein 135) Starbucks is a business that wants to be the, as mentioned before, overarching brand, 
and leader in its field. As it says in their 1995 annual report “[…] become the leading retailer and 
brand of coffee”. (Starbucks 1995 Annual Report, in Klein 138) The strategy does have some of 
the same elements as the Wall-mart model, but unlike Wall-Mart who drops an enormous big-
box store, Starbucks drops small “clusters”. This involves them covering a small area with stores 
and spreading through the region “like head lice through a kindergarten” (John Barber in Klein 
136). This aggressive strategy and means that the stores are, experiences something the stores 
call “cannibalization”. This means that the stores being build are so close to each other, that even 
though it forces the competitor out of play, they slowly began to steal or “cannibalize” each 
other’s costumers. Whiles this means that the individual stores are losing profit, the company 
was still expanding. Their 1995 annual report stated “As part of its expansion strategy of 
clustering stores in existing markets, Starbucks has experience a certain level of cannibalization 
of existing stores by new stores as the store concentration has increased, but management 
believes such cannibalization has been justified by the incremental sales and return on new store 
investment.” (Starbucks 1995 Annual Report, in Klein 137) In other words, the company was 
growing and even though individual stores sales were decreasing, they were losing profit, to 
other stores of the same company, thereby making the total sum of the stores larger even 
doubling. Like the Wall-Mart strategy, this can only be applied by huge companies that can 
afford to lose some profit, while investing in expansion. This is also supports critics saying that 
big companies like Starbucks are demolishing smaller businesses. (Klein 137)  
The third one the “Superstore: Stepping Inside the Brand”. (Klein 148) One of the first 
companies to utilize this method was Disney. Opening their first store in 1984, Disney as an 
entertainment industry, understood that their audience even though sponsored by parents, is 
directed towards children and that every child wants to be able hold a piece of their fantasy in 
their hands. These businesses have gone great lengths in order for them to materialize their 
virtual world into the real one. (Klein 145)  
This model is for the multi-purpose companies, e.g. Disney expanding from their “fantasy 
world”, who attempts to create a relationship between themselves and their customers. This 
inspired Barnes & Nobel, who defined the model in 1990. This bookstore, would be the first 
superstore of its chain. They wanted to create a whole new experience for the customer. 
According to the company documents they went with “old-world library ambiance and a wood 
and green palette, with “comfortable seating, restrooms and extended hours”.(Klein 149) And 
with a little help from co-branding, an in-store Starbucks coffee shop was created. This new 
superstore created a new perception on the brand, not only improving the book and coffee sales, 
but at the same time creating an image for themselves in eyes of their customers and the pop 
culture. (Klein 149-150)     
While all three of these are perfectly legal, one might argue that, for instance, the “clustering” 
model is unethical is its way of promoting their own business. This is, as formerly mentioned, 
due to the way it demolishes other brands while doing so.  
Another example of these kinds of “unethical” methods, is the recent Volkswagen scandal. In 
recent events, it was discovered that the car manufacturer Volkswagen, had implanted software 
in their cars which made the car circumvent the standard procedures  when being administered to 
air pollution emission test. (EPA, California Notify Volkswagen of Clean Air Act Violations. 
Web)  
“a sophisticated software algorithm on certain Volkswagen vehicles detects when the car is 
undergoing official emissions testing, and turns full emissions controls on only during the test. 
The effectiveness of these vehicles’ pollution emissions control devices is greatly reduced during 
all normal driving situations.” (EPA, California Notify Volkswagen of Clean Air Act Violations. 
Web)  
It was discovered when the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) investigated the emission 
levels, and when they questioned Volkswagen, the company admitted to have implemented the 
defeat devices. When closely examined, it showed that the vehicles, without the device 
operating, was emitting 40 times more nitrous oxide, compared to when it was operating. (EPA, 
California Notify Volkswagen of Clean Air Act Violations. Web) This device is clear violation 
against the Clean Air Act, which is federal laws that regulate and oversee the pollution levels 
from mobile sources. The Clean Air Act, also requires that manufactures are to get their products 
verified by the EPA. All vehicles has to pass, before they are able to be put on the market. This 
information wasn’t passed on to their buyers. Thereby lying to their customers and the EPA 
about how eco-friendly their cars was. By manufacturing and selling these cars, Volkswagen 
infringed two provision in the act. EPA filed a notion towards Volkswagen. The investigation is 
currently still ongoing. (EPA, California Notify Volkswagen of Clean Air Act Violations. Web) 
We will revisit the Volkswagen scandal later in the project. 
2.3 Timeline  
 
The morality aspect of an industrial situation sometimes gets overlooked when it comes to large 
corporations and it can be a very sensitive matter when it affects the public and the consumer. 
There have been multiple examples of times when companies sacrifice their responsibility to 
their costumer for a larger profit, and can seldom be defended from a morality stand point. But it 
is not always something that gets the media’s attention like in the case of the before mentioned 
Volkswagen – sometimes it comes down to everyday scandals that are not necessarily that 
impactful or serious but still happen all across the world. The amount of scandals that have been 
occurring since the early 2000’s from larger companies and concerns have been reducing (Web, 
Forbes) which could be for several reasons, but the most obvious one being the fact that 
everything companies do have become increasingly focused upon putting their affairs under a 
microscope. And if there should be a misstep, the media will pounce on it, and it will be 
displayed for the world to see through newspapers and social media. The scandals that are the 
most controversial are the ones affecting the consumers and where morality is involved. 
Following is a short timeline of everyday scandals along with some major ones.  
 
 
J.A. Rullepølser (2014) 
This company is now closed, but got in trouble for their products containing several undesired 
items such as parts of mice, metal scraps, broken glass in olive jars and even listeria-bacteria and 
was ordered to retract the goods. (Web, Berlingske) 
Horsemeat in beef lasagna (2013) 
Elaborate food scandal stemming from horsemeat being found in beef products in England, 
Sweden, France and Ireland. There was also sold frozen lasagna with horsemeat in Danish stores. 
(Web, DR.DK) 
Intestinal bacteria results in fear of greens (2011) 
A bacteria from an Egyptian seed  used to grow various greens, resulted in several people dying 
from intestinal bacteria VTEC in both Germany and Sweden. Around 25 Danes also infected but 
survived.  (Web, DR.DK) 
Foreign meat sold as domestic (2010) 
‘Vakka Kød’ from Denmark were deceiving in regards to where their product came from, and 
sells foreign meat as if it were Danish. (Web, DR.DK) 
 
Old minced meat from ‘SuperBest’ (2009) 
One of the more controversial scandals where SuperBest sells old meat on purpose by 
manufacturing dates on their products, so the costumer believes it to be fresh. 7 people were fired 
as a result of the scandal. (Web, DR.DK) 
Grocer sold rotten meat (2006) 
‘Thulin Kød’ from roksilde sold tons of rotten meat to restaurants and manufactured the date on 
the product. The owner of the firm closed the business and turned himself in to the authorities 
once the scam was unveiled. (Web, DR.DK) 
Polish raspberries rinsed in sewage water (2005) 
In May 2005 a batch of raspberries rinsed with sewage water causes at least 5 deaths and another 
100 people’s illness. They were used raw in a dessert which was served at ‘Aalborg Sygehus’ 
and led to a very infectious bowel sickness.  (Web, DR.DK) 
These scandals whether they are minor or major, all have something in common; some aspect of 
them is morally incorrect. Some of these examples have been widely covered in the media when 
they were relevant and some were just everyday scandals that are covered for one day and 
forgotten the next.  
These are all in relation to food and the food industry in some way, and it seems peculiar that this 
is the case. But taken into consideration that all food is related to the well-being of the consumer 
it makes sense, that these scandals also are the ones people get the most offended about. In 
addition to this it is also where the morality aspect comes in to play; when it is in regards to the 
safety or can have major consequences. Like the Toyota scandal in 2013 which can be related to 
the CSR, where the rubber used for the airbags in their cars, was faulty and was degraded over 
time. (Web, caranddriver.com) In this case a recall of every car equipped with the Takata (a 
Japanese airbag supplier) was recalled in regards to safety issues. This caused a lot of commotion 
in the automobile world, but the corporation took responsibility for the mistake and there were 
no known deaths or injuries caused by airbag failure in relation to Toyota due to the quick recall. 
Though the New York Times reported 139 accidents in relation to automobiles whose supplier 
was Takata. So in conclusion, every moral issue in regards to corporations no matter how big, 
has an effect, and these scandals happen regularly, some not even covered by the media. 
Morality in these cases is an important factor, which the companies should or should not be held 
accountable for. 
Moving swiftly on from having examined the frequency of these moral issues regarding larger 
corporations, we would take the advertisement of controversial products into consideration – 
namely the Tobacco Industry in this case. As uncovered above, the moral aspects within 
corporations are indeed questionable, since these variations of scandals happen frequently – 
therefore an analysis of advertising a controversial product will be executed.  
 
3.1 Analysis of the tobacco Advertisement  
 
The Marlboro Man was created by Phillip Morris and Draper Daniels, because prior to cowboy 
campaign, Marlboro was considered a woman’s cigarette. Marlboro’s debut slogan was ‘’Mild as 
May’’, and Marlboro wanted to become a global gender brand (Shirk, 1). Up until the late 1960’s 
all filtered cigarettes were considered a woman’s cigarette, so Marlboro wanted to convince the 
male consumers that the filter did not influence the taste of tobacco. The original Marlboro Man 
was Darrel Winfield, now deceased due to lung cancer, who was active in the period of 1968-
1989. The Marlboro Man is considered to be the most powerful mascot of tobacco advertising in 
history, and since 1972 Marlboro has been the most purchased brand in the U.S, with sales over 
23 billion dollars worldwide today (Shirk, 1). In pursuit of convincing male consumers Marlboro 
used a dozen of masculine mascots such as bodybuilders, navy officers, or someone with a 
heroic past.  
They quickly abandoned the series, and used all of their energy on the Marlboro Man – the 
cowboy image. A very wise decision, since a year after the launch of Marlboro man, Marlboro 
went from only holding one percent of market share, to being the fourth bestselling company in 
the U.S, with the staggering numbers of 5 billion dollars in 1955 – a 3000 percent increase from 
the year before (Shirk, 2). 14 years after having masculinizing Marlboro, Phillip Morris tried the 
same angle by creating Virginia Slims, specifically to women, but with no success, because they 
already smoked Marlboro, due to the creation of Marlboro Man, who symbolized freedom and 
independence which every woman wants to have, and feel. The individualism which the 
Marlboro Man symbolized was an inspiration to all the feminists, and today Marlboro is still the 
most popular brand among women (Shirk, 2). The Marlboro Man created a trend in lifestyle 
branding, and is the inspiration of many characters in branding today, such as: The McDonald’s 
clown, Coca Cola using Santa Claus for Christmas etc. To use the image of a person whom the 
consumer aspires to be, or already thinks that he/she is, has become a popular and well-used 
advertising strategy – due to the creation of Marlboro Man. 
To begin the analysis, we will be using a common picture analysis to get an idea of what the 
picture represents, and how it represents it. The advertisement was made in the period of 1968-
1989, because that was Darrell Winfield’s active years as the Marlboro man. When looking at 
the picture there are two things that catches your attention; 1 – the cowboy riding his horse, and 
2 – the written text in the middle of the picture and the two packs of cigarettes below. The 
picture is figurative, because it uses a character – in this case a cowboy who represents the image 
of the Marlboro man. The situation in the picture gives the reader the impression of him being on 
the go for someone, or something, maybe a pack of cigarettes, or maybe the Marlboro country. 
The look on his face is controlled by a determination, he is focused and he knows what he wants 
– he wants the viewer/consumer to come to Marlboro country, but what is in it for the 
viewer/consumer? A life as a cowboy, just you and your horse riding through the beautiful 
cornfields with the blue sky behind you, and all of this is in Marlboro country.  
The picture is composed with a horizontal line in a structured, but yet in an unstructured way, by 
having a clear division between the field and the sky, all though the cowboy is on the move, and 
a cowboy does not represent a structured life – a cowboy represents a life of freedom. The colors 
in the picture have been thoroughly picked – and they have a distinctive symbolic attached to 
each of them. The Marlboro man’s red shirt symbolizes pride and determination, which can be 
transferred onto Marlboro’s red and white cigarette pack – a company who stands for pride and 
determination. The white cowboy hat symbolizes purity, something untouched, and can also be 
transferred to Marlboro’s cigarette pack, but also the fact that the commercial says: ‘’Come to 
Marlboro country’’ – a place where everything is pure, and where the cigarettes get their natural 
flavor from, so Marlboro’s cigarettes is pure, nature made, and not unhealthy. In addition to that 
the Marlboro Man’s pants and boots are both light brown, which symbolizes soil, where life can 
grow – Marlboro cigarettes grow from the soil in Marlboro country, made by nature. 
In order to better understand how the advertisement approaches the consumers, a semiotic 
analysis will be applied. Ferdinand De Saussure is considered to be one of the two founders of 
semiotics, which is why we have chosen his theory in semiotics – the relationship between the 
signifier and the signified. According to Saussure, there is a mental aspect attached to the 
signifier, which is how we perceive the sign, and the signified is the mental concept of the sign. 
So there is a physical form of the sign, but also a mental concept of it (Fiske, 47). 
The signifier in this advertisement is Marlboro. The signified in the advertisement is freedom 
and independence, because this is what Marlboro wants to inculcate in the consumers’ sub 
consciousness, when buying Marlboro. The text in the advertisement says: ‘’Come to Marlboro 
country’’, but there is a hidden message underneath this innocent sentence, which is: ‘’Come to 
Marlboro country, where you can live as a cowboy, and just being completely free and 
independent’’. By using a character such as a cowboy on his horse, with his lasso, and with the 
written text, they are specifically targeting male consumers – almost every man in the entire 
world has played cowboys and Indians. Another signified is nature, which is displayed in the 
front of the advertisement as the field, and the cloudy blue sky in the background. The mental 
concept of nature depends on how it is used, and in the picture it is used as the place where 
freedom and nature are connected. If you want freedom you should come to Marlboro country, 
but the intention of having nature in the add is also to create the impression that Marlboro 
cigarettes is created by nature, and that their product is actually healthy. The mental concept of 
commercials will in some cases deviate from culture to culture, but in this case Marlboro makes 
sure that the perception of their product and target group remains the same. The same can be said 
about the relationship between the signifier and the signified, which have a natural link between 
them. Marlboro as a worldwide brand will be the signifier, with freedom and nature (natural 
taste) as the signified, creates the impression that they globally stand and vouch for these values 
within all cultures – specifically targeting men. 
 
3.2 Analysis of the Anti-Tobacco Advertisement  
 
 
The picture shown above is part of an anti-tobacco company campaign, created by ‘Adbusters’. 
Adbusters Media Foundation is a Canadian non-profit organization founded in 1989 who 
describes themselves as “a global network of artists, activists, writers, pranksters, students, 
educators and entrepreneurs who want to advance the new social activist movement of the 
information age (Web, Adbusters).  
Adbusters, critical of capitalism, has done many variations of “spoof” pieces like the one above 
on different topics such as Occupy Wall Street, Buy Nothing Today and TV Turn off week 
(Web, New York Times).  
 
It is a great opportunity to analyze how this picture responds to the advertisement of said 
industry, and what the piece signifies which is why it was chosen for the point. A counterpart in 
form of a picture ad from Marlboro has been chose to show variations and similarities. Firstly, a 
description of what is depicted will be done while Ferdinand De Saussure’s semiotic analysis 
with meaning and signification follows. Furthermore, there will be a pictorial analysis along with 
a discourse analysis. 
This particular picture came in to play because of the increasing influx of commercials and 
advertisement from various tobacco companies and in particular, Marlboro who claimed that 
smoking cigarettes and fitness, athleticism and health went hand in hand. When these 
commercials were airing, it was not common knowledge that smoking is directly bad for one’s 
health and could lead to lung cancer and other terminal diseases, so Adbusters set out to debunk 
this myth and reveal the truth about health and cigarettes. Not unlike the popular TV show 
‘Mythbusters’ was it Adbusters goal to find the truth, but with a more serious goal than 
entertainment. Adbusters have made other ‘ad busts’ similar to this one, also about Marlboro but 
this was chosen because it correlates the best with the Marlboro poster counterpart, that we 
chose.  
In the picture, there is a group of people, presumably colleagues of the same company, standing 
outside of the building while smoking a cigarette. One might note the amount of cigarette buds 
lying on the ground is very vast, which signifies that it is the standard place of smoking seeing as 
there is also a sign on the door which states: “No smoking in this building”. This is a very 
common rule for companies which the audience of the picture whether it be smokers or not, are 
familiar with.  
The color of the wall behind them is blue, fading to light blue at the bottom, which to the 
observant mind, has a striking resemblance to the sky. This signifies the world and the nature of 
it, and you then direct your attention to the smoke which stems from the cigarettes consumed by 
the group of people, you would discover that it forms above them like clouds, which fits nicely 
with the background wall resembling the sky. Depicting the sky could be done for many reasons, 
which will be investigated later.  
If one observes the people themselves, they do not by common etiquette look very pleased. Nor 
are they conversing, which would normally happen, whilst being in such a large group outside. 
Something must have diverted their attention from the people around them, which might be the 
cigarettes or the fact that it is rather cold outside, which requires all the energy to keep the body 
warm, for one more toke from that savory cigarette. If you are an avid smoker, you are surely all 
too familiar with the situation of having to smoke outside in the frigid weather, while your non-
smoking co-workers or schoolmates, chat inside over a nice cup of cocoa. Whether or not this is 
what Adbusters are trying to refer to is yet to be determined, although it is fairly certain. You can 
see by the body language of the group that they’re freezing; all keeping their arms close to the 
body, some rubbing hands to keep warmth in them which even though a cigarette is on fire is not 
a side benefit, and some even coughing. This might be from one of two things, and maybe both 
at the same time; the cold and the smoke. This leads to the cleverly worded message in the down 
left corner of the picture, which ironically enough also is a tendency for original tobacco adverts 
to have, which states: “SURGEON GENERAL’S WARNING:  Smoking causes hypothermia as 
well as premature death”. This of course refers to the dangers of smoking and sarcastically 
additionally points out, that if you do not die from lung cancer or other diseases brought on by 
smoking, you will eventually succumb to the cold environment of “Marlboro Country”. This 
refers and responds to the various ads done by Marlboro which pleasantly and intriguingly 
invites the viewer to come to Marlboro Country, one of which has been analyzed earlier in the 
project.  
The wall behind the people resembling the sky and the smoke from the cigarettes creating a 
cloud of smoke could be argued as a signifier for a beautiful thing and how it is being corrupted 
by the unnatural act of smoking. It creates a contrast between healthy living and what smoking 
leads to, and in general terms smoke never signifies anything good; pollution, industry, toxic air, 
and so on. Smoke can also signify something obscured, not visible or hidden. This picture is 
trying to unveil what is hidden, by using the letters “Welcome to Marlboro Country” in the cloud 
of smoke as if the truth and answer to what cigarettes really is, is in this anti ad. Not in the 
original ads presented to the public by Marlboro, which ad busters with the picture above 
interpret as deceiving. The color blue can signify many things. For example, it signifies stability, 
faith, peace and calm. But in this case seeing as it as an anti-campaign ad it might symbolize 
something else entirely. Blue can also signify sadness, deceit, untrustworthiness and is also the 
color of manipulation. This is more likely the message that is being delivered to the viewer and it 
makes sense, seeing as Adbusters has been combatting the tobacco industry for years. To this 
point the fact that the wall and the picture in its entirety have a blue tone, this picture displays 
and emits a negative one. The colorways are much like the ads from Marlboro itself, which is 
likely to make the audience think of the Marlboro ads and compare them to this one. But even 
though thematically the pictures are much alike, there is one key thing to note; Adbusters want to 
display the truth. Reality vs fiction; they portray the ads from Marlboro as a fairytale and a lie 
with their white smiles, smokes and false messaging that smoking will improve your health.  
So the underlining signification of the color blue could also be interpreted as honesty. Honesty 
towards the consumers and displaying the tobacco industry for what it really is. This should not 
be seen as an attack against the consumers of cigarettes, nor is it the intent this anti campaign to 
embarrass anyone but the tobacco companies that provide false information and an unhealthy 
product to the public.  
This is also why there is one important factor about the Adbusters picture that does not resemble 
anything from the Marlboro ads; in this picture, there is no particular person or individual in 
focus, rather a situation that is unfolding which the viewers in some way can relate to. It balances 
on a fine line between satirical and funny, while simultaneously portraying and important and 
very serious message; smoking will kill you. Not blaming the consumer but the provider.  
It is as if Adbusters set out to make the viewers of the pictures wonder if it is okay to sell these 
kinds of products. Products that the manufacturer very well knows can have a fatal influence on 
the consumer’s life, yet still openly lies about the attributes of the product being sold. This was 
before the legislation that banned tobacco companies from making commercials or ads about 
their products, and these anti campaigns by Adbusters might have contributed to the 
enlightenment about cigarettes and could, if only in a very little, been one of the drivers of 
change for the better.  This can also be related to the current Volkswagen scandal previously 
mentioned, that they gave false information about their product which the costumer had no 
reason not to believe. It is not a very abstract picture and the message is clear: smoking is not 
cool, and is at the same time bad for your health. 
 
 
3.3 Picture analysis conclusion  
 
By looking at these two different pictures it is possible to understand that these two “realities” 
are in contrast. 
On a side, the first picture about the Marlboro Man can be interpreted as the perfect example of 
the kind of way the companies show their product to the public, in this case overwhelming the 
product at its finest without showing any kind of bad consequences that the product could have 
on people throughout time.  
On the other side, the second picture by Ad Busters can be interpreted as the response to the first 
one. With the picture, Adbusters try to remove the blinds from the eyes of the public – applying 
the same techniques of advertising, to show that tobacco and smoking are bad and that 
everything described as positive in their advertisements, is just an illusion made up by the 
companies. 
The question that comes up now is, what kind of morality is present in the company, when they 
created these advertisements, back in the days. Then how can they still be going strong? 
Especially while under the influence of different norms achieved through the evolved society we 
live in today, as discussed in the paper. 
By the interpretation of the second picture we might think that companies are doing it just for 
their best interest: selling.  
The way Adbusters created a perfect “counterattack” with elements in contrast to Marlboro Man. 
Clearly sending a message to the public that what Marlboro is promoting is bad and will have no 
positive effects of any kind. 
The way in which Marlboro released such an “incentive’’ to buying is considered by Ad Busters 
and not only, incorrect, not reflecting the reality and creating an illusion completely different 
from the real effects of the product. 
We may conclude that the problem would not even be the product itself because we live in a 
society that nowadays every person, no matter what, is getting told that smoking is bad and the 
choice of starting this habit is up to each individual.  
On the other side the morality of the companies could be taken into discussion. The way they 
used to advertise the product beforehand, can be defined as immoral. Selling a deadly product 
and calling it healthy. This is most likely one of the reasons why advertisement of tobacco was 
made illegal – we will go further into this later in the project. It is possible to decode a message 
out of this choice: it is not up to the companies to decide whether the product is good, how good 
and for whom, but it should be a choice of the person with no influence. 
Although companies try to show their products in other ways hidden with the help of different 
advertisement methods (such as movies), the morality has certainly changed compared to back in 
days. The influence of the companies has changed with it too, but not yet disappeared, just 
evolved. 
4.1 The Complexity of CSR within Volkswagen Group and the Tobacco 
Industry   
 
Volkswagen Group 
Corporate branding is a way for companies to communicate along with the society and in 
agreement with not only the company itself, but in the interest of the stakeholders as well. 
According to the well-known Danish paper “Børsen”, corporate branding had its early rise in the 
late 1990’ies as companies became aware of the necessity to act along with the various 
stakeholders surrounding the companies (Web, Børsen).  
Previously, the branding within companies was centered around the product, which the company 
tried to sell. There are vast differences from product branding to corporate branding which Mary 
Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz outlines in five different categories. That is, the extent and size, the 
origin of the brand identity, the target group, responsibility and perspective on future branding. 
The extent and size of product branding consist of a predetermined group of people with the 
company, a product or a service within the company. In corporate branding the extent and size 
consist of the organization as a whole – this comprises the company as well as the stakeholders 
attached to it ( Hansen, 85).  
Hansen has created a model to show how various stakeholders can be defined around the 
corporation. The stakeholders are basically everyone who either work within the company or the 
assets whom have some sort of interest within the corporation – this perhaps being the local 
community, consumers, politicians or the media. According to Hatch and Schultz, these 
stakeholders defines the brand and the meaning of the brand. They each play a different role and 
their role are varying depending on the corporation. The model furthermore shows that is a two-
way communication since the stakeholders has different demands – this is also to illustrate that 
the brand is not created by the corporation alone, but in collaboration with the stakeholders as 
well (Hansen, 87).  
Moreover, the origin of the brand identity is in product branding determined through employees 
in the marketing department, whereas the brand identity in corporate derives from traditions, 
values and affiliations within the company and stakeholders.  
The target group in product branding is directly focused towards consumers and costumers, 
while corporate branding again surrounds itself around the various stakeholders – this for 
instance being employees, executives, costumers, investors, partners or politicians (Hansen, 86).  
The responsibility in product branding is allocated between the Product Managers as well as the 
employees inside the sales and marketing departments. In corporate branding, the tendency is 
very much the same – the responsibility is allocated in various departments. This being the 
CEO’s of the marketing department, the communication department, human resources and 
occasionally the design and development department. The perspective on future branding is not 
in accordance between product branding and corporate branding as well. The difference here 
being that product branding concerns itself around the longevity of the product, whereas 
corporate branding concerns itself around the longevity of the company (Hansen, 86). 
Mary Jo and Majken Schultz argues in addition to the foregoing that corporate branding centers 
around the accordance between what the organization actually is – this is what refer to as identity 
mix – and what an organization expresses about itself. That is referred to as communication mix. 
Deviant from product branding, corporate branding is about creating an identity and 
communicating the values, ambitions and beliefs surrounding the company – it is a strategy that 
cannot be change within days, but is developed as a long-term strategy (Hansen, 86).  
This is a brief summary of what Mary Jo and Majken Schultz defines as corporate branding – 
and the rather clear differences from product branding. This relatively new strategy has – as 
written – been subject to positive results as well as negative. While the CSR strategy encourages 
companies to engage in different projects – this for instance being some sort of charity – that 
responsibility might be exactly what backfires if a scandal erupts. That is precisely what has 
happened to Volkswagen Group recently. Having already explained the scandal, we quickly look 
upon their CSR strategy origin from their own website in which they – as the very first phrase – 
state: “As far as Volkswagen Group is concerned, bearing its social responsibility has long been 
at the heart of our corporate culture” (Web, Volkswagen Group).  
Taking upon a social responsibility and even stating that it “at the heart of our corporate culture”, 
a company is certainly obligated to maintain an unquestionable image towards the society – 
when that suddenly is not the case, the company does not only have to face the scandal created, 
but also explain why they deviated from their own values.  
The phrase “As far as Volkswagen Group is concerned” also indicates that they are not exactly 
sure whether other corporations share these values. The phrase leaves an impression that the 
attitude of the company is “we don’t know how you do it, but we are certain of our values” 
which obviously comes out quite vague, considering the huge breach of trust, the company has 
committed – not only towards their consumers, but indeed to society and global assets as well. 
Living in a time with extremely increased focus towards the environment, manipulating within 
that specific area seems undoubtedly rather unconsidered – even more bearing in mind that 
Volkswagen Group branding oneself on taking on social responsibilities.  
This exact instance exemplifies Morsing and Schulz’s theory on the paradoxes concerned within 
the CSR strategy. Their theory in this dissertation is about the risks associated with the CSR of a 
given corporation and is explained in Heidi Hansen’s book: “Branding”. The theory concerns 
itself with company who seems to be a tad to attentive towards making themselves known for 
whatever benevolent purposes they participate in (Hansen, 107).  
The issue regarding this particular strategy is that the outside world will start questioning 
whether the company really has these good intentions or if they are simply trying to hide or 
move attention away from other discrediting activities they could be involved in (Hansen, 107). 
Although it is hard to determine that Volkswagen Group was certain about using this particular 
strategy, the similarities between their communicated CSR, and the fact that they intentionally 
manipulated results, do indeed imply that this theory fits their case.  
As said, the theory explains the risks associated with CSR – which in particular is a 
communicating strategy that is developed in order to rise attention towards one’s corporation – 
and the Volkswagen scandal exemplifies why wrong uses of CSR can enlarge a given scandal. 
Particularly when concerning oneself about sensitive and current issues which environmental and 
climate changes obviously are.  
The phrase: “This framework reflects the challenges of the 21st century, in particular those of 
resource conservation and climateprotection” is a direct contrast to the exact issues they have 
troubled themselves with (Web, Volkswagen Group).  
According to the theory, this is exactly what is at risk when communicating certain discourses of 
CSR – it generates an expectation not only for the consumers, but the stakeholders as well. 
Especially the stakeholders, whose importance we have touched upon above, assume that the 
communicated CSR is in complete contact with what the corporation concerns itself with. Since 
the scandal concerned itself with manipulation within the climate area, it certainly generates 
huge damage to a company whose CSR concerns itself with this particular topic.  
Tobacco Industry  
Having investigated a specific issue concerning CSR within a company whose actions were in 
direct correlation with their communicated CSR, we shift focus towards an industry whose 
product are causing deathly diseases world-wide on a daily basis. 
The Tobacco Industry has – among several others – two giant brands, which is Marlboro and 
L&M. These two brands are represented by the Philip Morris International (PMI) Corporation 
and are respectively the largest and third largest brand worldwide (Web, Philip Morris).  
What is interesting to examine specifically within the Tobacco Industry – and how a tobacco 
brand manages to be the world leading brand – is of course how they achieve these impressive 
results when selling hazardous products. Having pored what CSR is, we rapidly move on two 
investigate what PMI does in order to accomplish these aforementioned results.  
According to their own website, they have taken sustainability as their primary focus. As a 
corporation that draws heavily on environmentally harmful productions, they have an increased 
focus towards sustainability within the environment. According to themselves, they will by the 
end of 2015 have decreased their Co2 emission with no less than 20% and are planning to 
decrease by another 10% in 2020 (Web, Philip Morris).  
Through this engagement in the environment, they have evidently succeeded in convincing their 
consumers about the morally responsibilities within their corporation – thus making it morally 
acceptable for consumers to use their product. The value of their brand has clearly increased and 
with this certain CSR strategy, they have created a positive reputation of PMI – not only within 
their consumers, but indeed this will help convince other sponsors to engage in their corporation 
as well. 
Having examined the involvement of the society through the theory of Heidi Hansen, we have 
obtained an understanding of the moral and complex aspect of CSR used within corporations. As 
uncovered, CSR has had a great influence in society as a whole with the contributions to society 
– this perhaps being environmental engagement as discovered in the case of Marlboro. CSR has 
proved to deviate greatly from the previous use of the term “brand”, but at the same time causing 
further issues as discovered in case of Volkswagen Group. This rather moral and societal aspect 
of CSR, leads us towards another aspect of the strategy made by Archie B. Carroll which we be 
examined as follows. 
 
 
 
4.2 Corporate Social Responsibility Tobacco vs. Volkswagen  
 
Corporations have for a long time had a great influence in the world, and still do in today’s 
world, especially multinational consumer-goods based corporations. When looking into cases of 
corporations of consumer-goods, many questions will occur; we have selectively chosen to deal 
with the question of the importance of ethics and morality. Earlier the Volkswagen corporation 
has been under the magnifying glass, this part will deal with the nature of tobacco corporations, 
mainly the gigantic tobacco corporation Philip Morris, how the company deals with the ethical 
side of the business. This section also seeks to clarify how the different branding strategies 
employed, might not be ethical; here we will use the Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility 
by Archie B. Carroll to see how and if, Philip Morris is fulfilling the standards set by the 
pyramid. Here we will also use Immanuel Kant and his categorical imperative to further support 
some of the claims made by Carroll. Furthermore, the standards for marketing set forth by the 
American Marketing Association will be mentioned in order to see the manifestations of the 
ethical discourse of businesses, or what might be the lack there of. 
Earlier on, it was argued by some that the sole purpose of corporations was to maximize 
financial return for its investors (Carroll, 39); this also being their only responsibility. In the 
early years of the 1970’s the message of corporative social responsibility became increasingly 
important, and legislative action was taken, to ensure that a company follows certain 
responsibilities- firstly that the company operated under the laws of the country, but later on the 
creation of organizations such as Environ Protection Agency (EPA), the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) (Carroll, 39). “These new governmental 
bodies established that national public policy now officially recognized the environment, 
employees, and consumers to be significant and legitimate stakeholders of business.” (Carroll, 
39) this driver of change resulted in more responsibility in regards to the corporations’ doing, 
especially in industries such as the tobacco industry. The pressure on today’s corporations to do 
even more, than just buy, manufacture and sell, has become immense. The importance on a 
businesses’ social duties and responsibilities has been highlighted in later years, and been 
selected by its stakeholders. “Stakeholders” refers to the company’s closest relations, which 
usually refers to the company’s employees, consumers, shareholder, the community and later on 
the environment; mainly to the advancements in technology and easier access to information 
through the internet, raised awareness on the subjects of child labor and environmental impact 
has also been contributors to the shift of focus on the company’s behalf (Carroll, 44). CSR stands 
for Corporate Social Responsibility and refers to the way a company deals with the interests of 
their aforementioned stakeholders, which at times might lead to the corporation dealing with 
conflicting interests from different parts of their spectra of stakeholders; one example would be 
the employees’ demand for a higher hourly wage and on the other hand the shareholders’ and 
leaderships’ demand to cut expenses and raise performance- though in this section of the project 
we will focus on the part of the CSR spectra, which deals with the consumers, health and the 
ethics of the multinational corporation known as Philip Morris.  
CSR in relations to the tobacco business is perceived as an “inherent contradiction” (World 
Health Organization, 5) as basic health and business related issues are connected with the usage 
of tobacco products. On the webpage of the tobacco giant in question, Philip Morris USA 
Incorporated, it is stated: “From our employees to our shareholders, and our suppliers to our 
customers, at Philip Morris International (PMI) we are committed to operating with integrity and 
are focused on responsibly delivering long-term, sustainable growth. We apply high standards 
everywhere we operate and have set clear and measurable targets that help us improve the impact 
we have on the world around us.” (PMI, webpage). It is though important to notice that on the 
website of Philip Morris International, the corporation does seem to recognize the health risks 
connected to smoking, second hand smoking and problems in the youth related to smoking. 
As Carroll explains in his article, it has for long been argued, in the fields of academics, what the 
definition of CSR is. Carroll agrees upon a definition by Eells and Walton (1961) which argues 
that CSR is referring to the “problems that arise when corporate enterprise casts it’s shadow on 
the social sense, and the ethical principles that ought to govern the relationship between the 
corporation and society.” (Carroll, 39). This gave arise to a more “umbrella-like” view on the 
idea of CSR and this is how Carroll developed his theory on the subject in 1979, this was done in 
order to legitimize the idea of CSR by addressing “… the entire spectrum of obligations business 
has to society, including the most fundamental – economic.” (Carroll, 40).  
This is the basis of Carroll’s four-part pyramid on Corporate Social Responsibility. The CSR 
Pyramid of Carroll’s is split into 4 sections, respectively (bottom to top) economic 
responsibilities, legal responsibilities, ethical responsibilities and finally philanthropic 
responsibilities (Carroll, 40), each part of the pyramid is individually sectioned into five 
obligations. The first two parts of the four-part pyramid is the economic and legal 
responsibilities, which are displayed in figure 1, in the article, by the ten following rules (Carroll, 
40): 
Economic Responsibility – 1st (Bottom)  Legal Responsibility 2nd level 
 
1. It is important to perform in a manner 
consistent with maximizing earnings per share 
1. It is important to perform in a manner 
consistent with expectations of government 
and law. 
2. It is important to be committed to being as 
profitable as possible. 
2. It is important to comply with various 
federal, state, and local regulations. 
 
3. It is important to maintain a strong 
competitive position. 
3. It is important to be a law-abiding corporate 
citizen. 
4. It is important to maintain a high level of 
operating efficiency. 
4.  It is important that a successful firm be 
defined as one that fulfills its legal obligations. 
5.  It is important that a successful firm be 
defined as one that is consistently profitable. 
5. It is important to provide goods and services 
that at least meet minimal legal requirements. 
 
  
In regards to the more societal obligations, which in the view of this project is more important 
we see a similar figure, which displays the ethical responsibilities and the philanthropic 
responsibilities. This figure also consists of five rules under each section of responsibilities – 
figure 2 (Carroll, 41): 
 
 
Ethical Responsibilities – 3rd level Philanthropic Responsibilities – 4th level 
1.  It is important to perform in a manner 
consistent with expectations of societal mores 
and ethical norms. 
1. It is important to perform in a manner 
consistent with the philanthropic and 
charitable expectations of society. 
2. It is important to recognize and respect new 
or evolving ethical moral norms adopted by 
society. 
2. It is important to recognize and respect new 
or evolving ethical moral norms adopted by 
society. 
3. It is important to prevent ethical norms from 
being compromised in order to achieve 
corporate goals. 
3.  It is important that managers and 
employees participate in voluntary and 
charitable activities within their local 
communities. 
4.  It is important that good corporate 
citizenship be defined as doing what is 
expected morally or ethically. 
4. It is important to provide assistance to 
private and public educational institutions. 
5.  It is important to recognize that corporate 
integrity and ethical behavior go beyond mere 
compliance with laws and regulations. 
5. It is important to assist voluntarily those 
projects that enhance a community’s "quality 
of life." 
 
As this project deals with the morality and ethics of corporate social responsibility, it would 
therefore be interesting to look at the third part of the steps of Carroll’s CSR pyramid (Carroll, 
41) – the ethical responsibilities. We will here, step by step, obligation by obligation, do a run-
down of which obligation (s), in the ethical responsibilities is/are the most important and why. 
We will here draw on Immanuel Kant and then use blueprint of the American Marketing 
Association with Carroll’s CSR pyramid-model to see how the importance on ethics has been 
displayed. 
The Deontological view and Duty based ethics of Kant 
Immanuel Kant could be viewed as the most popular philosopher of all time, and most ethics 
theories were influenced by his, but also in metaphysics, aesthetics, politics, epistemology and 
religion he has greatly influenced others. (College of Arts & Letters, web) Deontological ethics 
or duty based ethics was pioneered by Immanuel Kant (1724 – 1804) who lived his entire life in 
Königsberg, Prussia. He argued that any act always was right or wrong on principle i.e. every act 
was intrinsically right or wrong, and that we have a moral duty to do good, no matter the 
circumstances- this is in contrast to utilitarianism, where the rightness or wrongness of an act is 
based on the consequences of the act. (Philosophy Basics, web) Where utilitarianism lays its 
focus on the end results, the motives, the means and the ends are much more important in order 
for the act to be viewed as right, in Kant’s point of view- no matter external propositions, 
feelings or anything, we have a moral duty to do right in any given situation. (Philosophy Basics, 
web) Kant believes that the categorical imperative is a duty or command, that applies to every 
given situation at any given time; “Act only in accordance with that maxim through which you 
can at the same time will that it become a universal.” (Kant, 31) Immanuel Kant believes that 
only human beings are capable of rationality and therefore only human beings can be 
autonomous, thereby making deliberate choices and not just reacting to their physical being- this 
is the pinnacle of what Kant views as of utmost importance. (Kant, 3) Kant believes that a 
rational beings choice is rational when it is; voluntary, knowledgeable and rational i.e. neutral in 
emotion, not intoxication and such. (College of Arts & Letters, web) To Kant the categorical 
imperative was a system which discerns right or wrong, and you could be viewed as living and 
acting in alignment with the categorical imperative or out of alignment with the categorical 
imperative. To Kant there only was one categorical imperative, but it has been stated in different 
ways. The first form, has been mentioned earlier, but goes: “Act only in accordance with that 
maxim through which you can at the same time will that it become a universal.” (Kant, 31) This 
form bases itself in universality and therefore ethics must have to be “chosen as if they were to 
hold universal laws of nature;” (Kant, 43) The question would be as such: “do you deem this 
decision, you’re about to make, a universal law- then it would be in alignment with the 
categorical imperative and thereby ethical according to Immanuel Kant, also you would be 
obligated to do so – under this category there is an importance on telling the truth “fidelity to 
principle and duty are the most important.” (Gehringer, web) As mentioned, the autonomy of the 
individual was very important to Kant, and under this were the requirements to make rational 
choices, it therefore states the question; “are corporations affecting the autonomy of the 
individual?”- this will be outlined a little later in the project.  
 
Duties in marketing 
As established earlier in the project the Marlboro man was highly successful, even after the 
television ban of tobacco commercials- it is a true testament to the powers that advertisers 
possess in influencing people through visuals. These powers must be harnessed, and there was a 
need to set a certain standard for rules; a code of conduct. This is where the American Marketing 
Association (A.M.A) is an important factor, as it is placed there to be the mediator from business 
to consumer, a type of filter- a regulator. The AMA has enlisted certain rules to ensure ethics 
marketing, these can be viewed as duties of ethical conduct. These ethical norms and values are 
clearly explained, so that no miscommunications happen: (AMA, webpage) 
Ethical Norms: 
As Marketers, we must: 
1. Do no harm. This means consciously avoiding harmful actions or omissions by 
embodying high ethical standards and adhering to all applicable laws and regulations in the 
choices we make. 
2. Foster trust in the marketing system. This means striving for good faith and fair dealing 
so as to contribute toward the efficacy of the exchange process as well as avoiding deception in 
product design, pricing, communication, and delivery of distribution. 
3. Embrace ethical values. This means building relationships and enhancing consumer 
confidence in the integrity of marketing by affirming these core values: honesty, responsibility, 
fairness, respect, transparency and citizenship.  
Here it is important to look at if the companies discussed are holding up to the CSR and the 
AMA standards. As established, the World Health Organization declared the tobacco industry as 
an inherent contradiction, as the tobacco companies were living up to the CSR models, for 
example, working with youth smoking prevention, the problem here is that the companies project 
the image that they are finding a solution to the problems they created, but according to the 
WHO report, they are shifting the focal point from proven methods and using it as means of 
improving image and perception. (WHO, 3, web) The most blatant contradiction appears, 
according to the WHO report, in tobacco companies’ work for public health goals- BAT 
Bangladesh, where they worked with blindness relief (Shandhani Andhatyamochan), while never 
addressing the connecting between blindness and cataracts, which is said to be a major factor in 
blindness. (WHO, 4) The given tobacco company was here breaking the very basic rules of 
ethical CSR and the AMA. 
 
4.3 Theorist VS Theorist  
Having examined the two foregoing strategies of CSR, we will in this chapter try to uncover 
some of the differences and similarities between the two theories adduced by Archie B. Carroll 
and Heidi Hansen. This will be helpful in order to understand the effectiveness and practical use 
of CSR within Corporations mainly focusing on the Tobacco Industry and Volkswagen Group. 
While Carroll is operating within various parameters – this for instance being the economical 
aspect of CSR – Hansen is more concerned about the social and moral responsibilities included 
into each corporation. This leads to Hansen’s concerns about the complexity existing in the CSR 
strategy. Her exact is, as discovered previously, the use of CSR might rebound if a certain 
corporation fails to uphold the standards set by the corporation itself – which is exactly what 
happened to Volkswagen Group. 
Hansen’s theory concerning the CSR strategy was therefore to be applied to the Volkswagen 
Group, whereas Carroll’s theory has proved to be suitable to the Tobacco Industry, as we have 
uncovered the success behind this particular industry and their use of CSR within. 
Although, the differences between their theories are not particularly vast. The obvious 
differences exist within their approach to CSR, which has helped us to scrutinize two dissimilar 
uses of CSR within two industries varying greatly from one another. We have furthermore 
discovered the similarities while working with the theories – and since CSR is rather straight 
forward, these has obviously been present. 
As aforementioned, Carroll’s theory and model on CSR was first created in order to ensure that 
certain important aspects were not compromised or even completely ignored on the company’s 
behalf. Especially, when focusing only on reaching the lucrative ideals and pleasing their 
shareholders- thereby ensuring that the environment, the local community. In which the company 
was placed and the customers etc. were treated in a fair manner. Also, as touched upon earlier in 
this section- Hansen’s theory is mostly concerned with the ethical and moral aspects of CSR, 
whereas, as illustrated in the model, Carroll’s theory gives great importance to many aspects of 
the CSR process, firstly a company needs to be profitable- this is the base upon which everything 
else is built. Secondly, a company needs follow the legislation of the country in which it is 
functioning.  
Thirdly, it needs to be moral in its way of acting, meaning a corporation has a moral obligation 
towards its consumers to do right and fair, but also to avoid harm. Lastly, the corporation has to 
be philanthropic. As we are focusing on the ethical aspects of corporate social responsibility, and 
have chosen to work with Immanuel Kant’s deontological ethics theory, it is important to look at 
the complete scope of the two CSR perspectives/theories and see how morality essentially is 
presented within them. It would therefore be wise to move to take the moral aspects of Carroll’s 
model, in unity with Hansen’s basic moral perspective and create a synergetic consensus, which 
could act as a bottom line or a measurement for ethical behavior in what follows. According to 
Archie B. Carroll’s third step in his CSR pyramid, the first commandment, if you will, is “It is 
important to perform in a manner consistent with the expectations of societal mores and ethical 
norms.” (Carroll, 41) this refers to culturally situated norms of morals, a certain code of ethical 
and moral that conducts in any specific societal context. One of the most popular quotes from the 
bible is notably “And the second [is] like, [namely] this, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. 
There is none other commandment greater than these.” (Mark 12:31) If working from this 
standpoint, it could be said that the first rule of the moral level of the CSR pyramid is that 
companies should treat their costumers, as they want to be treated themselves. This here is 
conflicting in the case of the Volkswagen scandal earlier this year (2015), where customers were 
led to believe a lie. This fits nicely within Kant’s deontology “So act that you use humanity, 
whether in your own person or in the person of any other, always at the same time as an end, 
never merely as a means.” (Kant, 32). The third rule of Carroll’s CSR ethics is “It is important to 
prevent ethical norms form being compromised in order to achieve corporate goals.” (Carroll, 
41) This rule is especially interesting as it one of the main reasons Carroll created the CSR 
pyramid- to ensure corporate goals did not dictate every aspect of corporate existence. (Carroll, 
39) With Kantian ethics established, earlier on it could be argued that the 3rd rule should be 
viewed as an obligation to always do right, no matter what, the very basis of the deontological 
framework. As we have seen in aforementioned situations (VW, tobacco) this is not always the 
case, and therefore these companies are acting unethically according to Kant’s point of view. 
Looking away from a company’s direct doing and incidents regarding ethics and looking back in 
the project, the question of responsibility is still ethically, unanswered– is the responsibility the 
corporation’s or the consumers’? This will be the basis for examining the more indirect actions 
of corporations; the marketing and branding aspects: As we can conclude from our analyses of 
the picture of the Marlboro man, it definitely promotes a healthy and free life connected to 
smoking. Furthermore, it was mentioned, that this was conflicting, as many medical reports have 
later debunked this reference. There is no doubt that what we see affects us in some way, and as 
we have witnessed from the analysis, marketing tactics were highly successful. Yet, when 
referring to the question of responsibility- is marketing really, morality based? This can be 
viewed from different aspects. With that in mind, we have chosen to focus on the idea of 
branding and marketing, rather than false advertising; that Marlboro promotes happy and free 
living- which already mentioned is directly lying and thereby unethical by the deontological 
view, the virtue ethics of Christianity (Leviticus 19:11) and the American Marketing Association 
(AMA, Ethical Norms, web). 
Additionally, to examine this, we will again look to the standpoint of our moral in the project: 
Immanuel Kant. As mentioned earlier in the project, Kant believes that the rational human being 
is the epitome of his perspective. The rational being who is able to make rational choices 
regardless of emotions, relation etc.  There is a certain autonomy, which is a great point in the 
rational being- “Autonomy is therefore the ground of the dignity of human nature and of every 
rational nature.” (Kant, 43) The question posed here is, do the companies that market a certain 
product do anything to affect the autonomy of, otherwise rational beings? To examine this 
paradigm, we can look at the analysis of the ad of the Marlboro man and conclude that it was 
highly effective in marketing the product – it was also highly successful in creating an 
impression on the public, thereby affecting people to connote the brand with the given style of 
living presented. The moral norms from the AMA, can be compared with Kant’s categorical 
imperative, as committing to doing no harm, can be viewed as a universal law, and thereby 
viewed as an established “code of conduct”.  They are used for when corporations-tobacco 
manufacturers break those rules. In that, success marketing eventually leads to more people 
smoking and thereby a higher percentage of smoking related deaths. It is essentially influencing, 
in Kant’s view, otherwise rational beings into adopting a lethal liking. Advertisements are based 
on a certain demographic, thereby targeting one section of society. Young people, for instance, 
will be flooded with ads and branding of the given products. This places a heavy burden on 
them, especially if it becomes the norm in their societal section and even more if the product is 
harmful, leaving them defenseless. This will be examined little later in the project. As mentioned 
earlier a rational choice implies that a choice is made, without the implications of external forces 
or an internal bias. The marketing does work as seen earlier, because of the constant product-
awareness imprinted in our brains from strong marketing, even after the marketing has been 
banned. Prentice Hall describes this behavior as “the process by which people determine 
whether, what, when, where, how, from whom, and how often to purchase goods and services” 
(Hall, web) so from this view, it is not simply a rational choice, but something we are pushed in 
to- thereby again making it directly unethical. 
These tactics employed are not only limited to the tobacco industry, but could also be applied to 
the idea of a consumer-society. With that in mind, marketers of harmful products and trust-
breakers may be viewed as double time felons, according to the Kant’s, as well as the AMA’s 
view. At the very miniscule level Kant’s views are, as mentioned several times, universal. With a 
more situated point of view on morality, it might have looked like something else- this could for 
example have been the consequentialist or utilitarian point of view.  
The consumer-based society, raise interest within the subject on morality, and we will try to 
explore this in the next section.  
5.1 Focus Group Introduction 
 
To further investigate the values and perspective of corporate branding, we will, in this section, 
use Critical Discourse Analysis and apply it upon a focus group.  
This focus group consisted of 6 people, from different countries, with an age span of about 10 
years, ranging from approximately the mid 20´s – mid 30´s. Hereby making the answers and data 
more varied, thus avoiding a possible pre-determined outcome, that might have been, had the 
participants all had the same cultural origin.  
We decided to use the Critical Discourse Analysis, as it is described in the “Routledge Handbook 
of Discourse Analysis”. This is slightly altered version, which derives from the work off 
Fairclough, Chouliaraki and Bhaskar. We tend to use this in order to gain more knowledge about 
the nature and origin of social wrongs. (Gee & Handford, 13)    
5.2 Discourse analysis  
 
The analysis can be split into 4 stages, which can be elaborated further on as steps: 
“Stage 1: Focus upon a social wrong, in its semiotic aspects. 
Stage 2: Identify obstacles to addressing the social wrong. 
Stage 3: Consider whether the social order ‘needs’ the social wrong. 
Stage 4: Identify possible ways past the obstacles.”  
(Gee & Handford, 13) 
Stage 1 can be divided into two steps. In step 1, we come up with a topic that can lead to social 
wrongs, which in turn can be looked at from a transdisciplinary point of view. (Gee & Handford, 
13) In this case, we are focusing on the way corporations brand themselves and the brand values 
attached to said brands. While doing this, in order for us to not be obvious, we are also 
addressing certain discourses and socials wrongs. Step 2: The ethics of advertisement, 
construction of identity, and the trustworthiness of a brand and its values, are essential in this 
matter, as they make the foundation of our research. By looking for these objects and patterns in 
the text, we can use them and move on the next stage.  
Stage 2 is parted in 3 steps.  
“1. Analyze dialectical relations between semiosis and other social elements: between orders of 
discourse and other elements of social practices, between texts and other elements of events. 
2. Select texts, and points of focus and categories for their analysis, in the light of, and 
appropriately to, the constitution of the object of research. 
3. Carry out analysis of texts – both interdiscursive analysis and linguistic/semiotic analysis.” 
(Gee & Handford, 14)  
In short, this stage is a way for us to gain an access point into the deeper part of the analysis, via 
semiosis and other social elements.  
Stage 3: Consider whether the social order ‘needs’ the social wrong  
In this section, we are looking at the social wrongs, to see if there some of them are only 
accessible during certain time and events for instance.   
Stage 4: Identify possible ways past the obstacles 
In this last section, we are looking for possible ways of overcoming obstacles, by looking at how 
they are perceived through the social process. 
 
We initially presented the focus group with the idea of morality in corporate branding, while at 
the same time, providing them with two different commercials. An old Marlboro poster and an 
anti-smoking advertisement. Immediately the participant started to identify themselves with the 
commercials. Cool and masculine are words that are being connected to the commercials and the 
idea of smoking, when looking at the Marlboro poster, identifying with brand values that once 
were dominant, although merely in an acknowledgeable way. “[…]it kind of reminds me of how 
it has developed, like how it once it was cool to smoke “(Focus Group Transcription 1:03,4 – 
1:15,6) While at the same time the dreariness is being addressed and acknowledged as a more 
suited version for today’s society. “[…]it shows how it's become more acceptable to criticize the 
tobacco industry, of the health consequences of smoking”. (Focus Group Transcription 1:36,2 – 
1:59,9) It is clear that the majority of the focus group can relate to both commercials. (Focus 
group transcription 0:41,1 – 1:15,6) We get the idea that brand values clearly have had some 
impact on at least one of the participants and their identity construction. “If I think about my own 
life, I´ve never been a smoker, but I´ve smoked sometimes and it was mainly to be cool.” (Focus 
group transcription 6:37.5 – 7:25.3) 
 
While, perhaps subconsciously, naming potential brand values associated with the 
advertisements, when asked directly to name brand values of cigarette companies, the original 
ones from the Marlboro poster, are dominant, or at least the idea of them. With this in mind, it is 
being emphasized that such values no longer exist due to the evolving society. (Focus Group 
Transcription 6:20,9 – 9:25,8) This leads us to believe the original brand values are still 
prevailing, which additionally informs us of the origination of said values and persistence and 
effect of them. Noticeably, is the fact that smoking apparently was a part of their identity 
construction earlier in their lives. Hereby indirectly agreeing to have succumbed to the 
advertisement strategies and furthermore acknowledging, like earlier mentioned, that the 
relationship between the consumer and the brand is an important part in both business and 
identity creation. (Focus Group Transcription 6:37.5 – 7:37,2) 
Going from brand values to moral obligations, the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) was presented. The participants addressed the moral question on whether or not the 
tobacco companies live up to the expectations towards the society. (Focus Group Transcription 
8:45.9 - 8:58.9) Here the answers are slightly varied. While most think that they fulfil their moral 
obligations towards the society, one does not. Hereby addressing the issue of whether this social 
wrong is correct or needed to be changed in its, apparently, inherent nature in the social norms. 
The argumentation here is that the mere fact that you as a company have to tell about the dangers 
of your product, does not justify that you sell a dangerous product. While the counter argument is 
that today’s knowledge of the possible dangers, in this case lung cancer and heart diseases, 
mixed with the regulations are enough to justify the sales of dangerous products. (Focus Group 
Transcription 9:28.2 – 10:36,9) Different perspectives of the issue are at play, as explained by 
one of the participants: She saw a commercial once, which had Queen Margrethe II of Denmark 
smoking on television. She uses this as an example to explain why the older generation might 
feel different about this social wrong and have a diverse perspective of the situation. Hereby 
making the queen a metaphor for the older generation. (Focus Group Transcription 10:36.8 – 
11:21.0) This indicates, as mentioned earlier, that the brand values of the earlier days, are still at 
play in today´s society, although mostly in the older generation – and by doing so, indirectly 
claiming that the younger generation aren´t affected in the same way. While this contradicts 
previous statements, it is possible to explain. As mentioned before, some participants might have 
been affected by branding values and advertisement strategies, although not the ones we initially 
thought. As previously mentioned, the organization AdBusters was founded in 1989, thereby 
making it more likely that our participants, given their age, were influenced by the anti-
movement and ideas of that time. Which in turns, would explain the lacking relation and distance 
being put between our participants and the brand values of Marlboro, since the Marlboro Man 
advertisement, as mentioned earlier, had its time from 1969 – 1989.  
Additionally, we noticed that when the focus group was introduced to the concept of Consumer 
Responsibility, it seemed as if the favor slightly tipped towards companies instead of the 
consumer when being faced with the Idea of CSR. Finally, when asked about their standpoint, 
whether they think it is the consumer or the companies who are responsible, they unanimously 
agree that it is an evil circle. In this circle consumers create the demands (Focus Group 
Transcription 14:11,4 – 15:05,7).  
It is also noticeable that when addressing the companies, a rougher tone is added, compared to 
when addressing the consumer. When faced with the issue of CSR, it is a clear black and white 
scenario, in the sense that it is either; yes, they fulfil their moral obligations or no, they do not. 
When shown the perspective of the consumer responsibility, it is more of a gray area. Yes, the 
consumer has responsibility, but as the participants state, who holds the responsibility “probably 
the consumer. But the consumer is being persuaded – “(Focus Group Transcription 14:11,4 - 
14:19,2) – not surprisingly relating to the consumer, trying to avoid the blame. Even though, 
when given a question on whether identification is a part of their choice of brands, they 
immediately mention several examples of that exactly. By mentioning celebrities and other 
gigantic brands, we get a clear indication that the relation between them and their brands are 
important.  “But if I look at identification in regards to when they market their product. Then 
when they brand a make-up product they identify you as becoming perfect. Rich looking, 
glamourous, happy you know. And I think a lot of people, me personally sometimes, I persuaded 
into buying a product based on this identification.” (Focus Group Transcription 21:08,5 – 
21:44,4)  
The theme of identification is constant throughout the focus group. Even with the spread of 
cultural differences and age, the theme seems to be continuously. While everyone agrees that if 
no claims are made in the advertisement of the product, it is not cheating, an interesting point is 
raised. “[…] I don't think it is cheating unless you don't need what they are selling.” 25:03,4 – 
25:10,7) Here a claim is being made: By not needing, i.e. not relating to the product, you can not 
be cheated. This is interesting, since it raises the philosophical statement; “ignorance is a bliss”. 
By not knowing the full extent of the situation, one are being spared by the horrible truth.  
In comparison to our topic, and the morality questions in regards to Kant and his theories, some 
clear contradictions are at play. As mentioned earlier in the project, Kant´s theory revolves 
around the idea, that we have a moral duty towards our fellow man, and that these actions should 
be guided by our rational sense to do what is right.  
While being truly unethical, it might also convey the idea of being a solution to these possible 
social wrongs. As one of the participants said: “A while back there was a scandal of meat ball in 
IKEA, I know a lot of people disagreed with the fact of being horse meat balls. I'm okay with 
eating horse meat because that is what we do in Belgium so it made me wonder it was a scandal 
because I wasn't polled by the fact that it was horse meat balls. But there were people who felt 
like the brand cheated in some way.” (Focus Group Transcription 27:38,7 – 28:14,6) This shows 
how cultural differences can be favorable to companies. Additionally, with the aforementioned 
pressure being put on the companies by the consumers. One might assume that this is the 
companies’ way of handling these potential social obstacles. Simply by not telling the entire 
truth. The only problem, as we´ve seen throughout the project, is that people today rely more and 
more on the social interaction between themselves and the brands they are affiliated with.  
As a possible solution, the entire group of participants agreed that in order for the companies and 
consumers to have a stable relationship, the consumer need to be more knowledgeable about 
advertisement and hereby not be persuaded while the companies need to be honest about their 
product and what it entails. (Focus Group Transcription 32:33,5 – 34:41,5). At the same time, the 
participants all tried, once again avoiding the blame, being completely on the consumer, i.e. 
themselves, by saying that it is an unfair balance, since we as consumers are being influenced by 
commercials and have been for such a long time, that it is implanted in us. (Focus Group 
Transcription 34:08,5 – 36:06,5) But as they said themselves, it is an evil circle, making the 
problems they complain about, self-injured.   
 
5.3 Targeting the youth 
 
Marlboro has recently been a subject to criticism following accusations that the company 
targeted youth in a campaign from 2012. The campaign contained a slogan that stated “Don’t be 
a maybe – be Marlboro”. This in itself does not sound too controversial – baring the accusations 
in mind – but by encompassing the slogan with a picture of rock star performing in front of an 
audience, one starts associating. 
This billboard alone did not even make the whole campaign. Globally, Marlboro made posters 
and billboards with various statements which associated their brand with positive emotions. This 
for instance being “Maybe never fall in love – be Marlboro” or “Maybe never reached top – be 
Marlboro”. The audience – in this instance the consumers – will quickly associate Marlboro with 
fulfilling dreams. 
These campaigns together construct a link between ‘being someone’ or ‘being cool’ with 
smoking Marlboro. That is furthermore the exact accusations adduced by Matthew L. Myers, 
whom is President for the organization “Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids (CTFK)”. Myers 
argument is that these associations is indirectly directed towards youngsters worldwide since this 
particular population seeks for recognition and a self – by engaging them to associate smoking 
with being exactly that, it is difficult to deviate from the accusation of targeting youth. 
Though, Philip Morris International – responsible for the campaign – denies to deliberately target 
youngsters, CTFK initiated a counter campaign with the state “You’re the target”. The campaign 
aimed for global attention towards an issue that causes death on daily basis – the idea was, of 
course, to remove focus from the Marlboro campaign, but more significant – to call for 
governments to illegalize the branding of tobacco within sponsorships, advertising and 
promotion within the already agreed treaty “the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco 
Control”. 
 
 
5.4 Social Constructivism  
 
The reasons why young people smoke nowadays are many, and have changed throughout time 
starting from the past in which tobacco companies had the chance to advertise their products, and 
attract many people into start smoking thanks to their convincing ads. Since then, young people 
have always been the main customers in the tobacco field, until nowadays. Now, the question 
that comes up is why there is such a bigger focus on youth rather than older people, what are the 
reasons behind this choice of smoking between them, and how can the percentage of these 
people still be so high even though tobacco advertisement is no more allowed?  
Young people have changed their vision towards tobacco throughout the years, sliding from an 
idea of tobacco being sort of a medicine with benefits for the body, helping through adolescence, 
to knowing the risk of smoking, as it is now mandatory for all tobacco companies to warn people 
with pictures and text on the boxes, about the risks they are taking by deciding to smoke. It is 
true that this might have decreased the number of people smoking nowadays compared to the 
past, but at the same time young people still underestimate the addictiveness and the problems 
they will have when trying to quit. 
There are different theories behind this matter that could explain and give an answer to those 
questions; As the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services states, the very common 
reason could be that smoking between young people makes the person look “cool” and a part of 
a group of people who are connected by the smoking. In the majority of the case, it has become 
almost like an instrument of relation between people.  
It is here that the social constructivism theory can be applied if analyzing carefully. Peter L. 
Berger and Thomas Luckmann coined this word the first time in their book “The Social 
Construction of Reality”, to define how people construct knowledge by creating a culture of a 
shared element with shared meanings. By taking this theory in consideration, the cigarette can be 
seen as the common element between these people, which has created a group and relation, or 
connection with each other. This changes the perspective a lot from the past to the present, 
because of the continuing evolution. 
Every country considers this matter in a different way. There are countries where tobacco is 
easily accessible and economic, and others in which they are more expensive and less sold. Even 
though most of the countries smoking have become something like a social behavior, especially 
between young people who see tobacco and cigarettes as a normal habit, and others even connect 
when smoking, feeling independent and appearing confident.  
It has become something more than a simple smoke ingestion for the youth; it is an element of 
connection and a way to communicate your personality to others, even though they acknowledge 
the bad effects of it. (Peter L. Berger, Thomas Luckmann, “The Social Construction of Reality”) 
Young people are more fragile to ads or campaigns that show what could happen to you if you 
start and keep smoking, but at the same time old smokers that appear to be a reassurance to 
younger smokers also compose the society. After all, parents and older people will always be a 
point of reference to youth. (Ross Hammond, “Tobacco Advertising & Promotion: The Need for 
a Coordinated Global Response”) 
Smoking between young people can appear to have different meanings, and by linking back to 
the social constructivism theory, it is possible to draw some further theories upon the reasons that 
push young people to start smoking and explain the creation of some kind of cult. (Peter L. 
Berger, Thomas Luckmann, “The Social Construction of Reality”) 
Taking in consideration the common situation in which young people smoke, we could once 
again focus upon when they are in a group. The cigarette can be seen as the common object 
between the group members, and everyone associates the common meanings of the cigarette, and 
of smoking, as being unhealthy and deadly.   
What if we focused on the object with a deeper meaning; having the social constructivism theory 
in mind, the cigarette is no longer what it is supposed to be. It creates a group of people sharing 
an artefact (in this case the cigarette) with shared meanings. (Peter L. Berger, Thomas 
Luckmann, “The Social Construction of Reality”) 
So what becomes the new meaning, which these people are sharing between them?  
Keeping in mind we are focusing on the youth, in the moment they create a group who share 
meanings, and it is possible to see all the reasons behind it, which has been discussed previously, 
such as feeling of independence, confidence and freedom. These can be claimed to be positive 
feelings, but as there are positive ones, there are negatives too. 
This control of the positive vibes, hides the negative aspects for the young smokers, and thereby 
creates an underestimation of the risks. Underestimating the risks which smoking can cause, like 
other bad habits such as drugs and alcohol. (Hammond, 9-11) 
 
Young people do not realize the real amount of people that smoke, which is a lot, but not as 
much as they think, so they do overestimate smoking prevalence too. This can be another reason 
that can strengthen the fact that they see their parents smoking at home, or close friends smoking,  
it suddenly becomes normal because it is a part of their day. (globalbridges.org, Web) 
So the question that pops up is still why they keep smoking even though they do know the risks? 
It is true, they underestimate them but at the same time, there is a big difference from nowadays 
compared to the past; everyone knows at least a bit of the risks today, because of all the 
information available, which was not a factor back then.  
Some researches came to a few conclusions that smoking initiation, is strongly associated with 
indirect advertisement of the cigarette and the smoke. Real advertisement of a tobacco product is 
no longer allowed, but there are still other legit ways the companies can benefit of the highly 
evolved technology, and media of today. 
A very large study found out that movies contain a great amount of smoking. Especially 
nowadays it is very common to watch a movie or a series, at home or at the cinema, and the 
majority of the young people get ‘’inspired’’ to start smoking from here, because they associate 
smoking with something cool, due to the reason that it is often the cool guy or girl in the movie 
or series, who is smoking.  
It is possible to talk about the feelings mentioned earlier such as sense of independence, and 
confidence of having everything under control. The person smoking in the movies or series can 
very likely be seen as a strong person, and it is difficult to find a character who smokes and is 
weak.  
There keep being ways where young people will start smoking, and the cigarette has become a 
ritual in the society. It is possible to draw a comparison; when you are outside or at work there 
might be a certain time where a lot of people go out for a coffee. The coffee can be seen as a 
common element, which everyone knows that it is a drink and what purpose it serves, but at the 
same time it has another meaning. It is the object of a connection between two or a group of 
people, and it creates a way of communication between them and a sharing of the same 
‘’artefact’’, returning to the social constructivism theory. (Peter L. Berger, Thomas Luckmann, 
“The Social Construction of Reality”) 
Smoking has become a way of communication, where the cigarette is the artefact which a group 
of people gather around and share, especially young people nowadays, who have been influenced 
by the older generation of smokers, but also by the movies and series which are available today. 
Throughout our project there have been some complications, which the next will elaborate on.   
6.0 Source Criticism 
 
In this project we have used a number of sources including articles, websites, books, a survey, a 
personal interview and lastly a focus group.  
Some of the articles used have not been from acknowledged newspapers, but smaller ones, and 
therefore it is not always information based upon expert sources, so the credibility can be 
discussed thereof. With that being said, sources with support from an expert, or from an 
organization or a firm have been thoroughly used, and have been the main sources when 
referencing. All of our main theorists’ theories have all been taken from books, which are 
acknowledged as acceptable literature, and our supervisor has recommended them all to us. We 
have not been able to establish a precise published date upon the Marlboro Man advertisement, 
but we know for a fact, which has been supported by an acknowledged newspaper – that it was 
made in Darrel Winfield’s active years. Many of the used websites are from the root of source, 
i.e. government issued commissions when writing about the Volkswagen scandal for example – 
all though a number of the websites are second hand sources, they have been thoroughly 
examined for their credibility and reliability. The data from the survey could have been 
comprised, since the people who answered it needs the social interaction between the interviewer 
and the interviewee, in order to answer in a more credible and honest way. With that in mind the 
survey was only used as a guideline towards our focus group, and therefore worked as a stepping 
stone.  
Since our main focus was not on a personal approach, the personal interview was only used as a 
personal point of view, and a part of our reflection, which would support some of the expected 
answers from the focus group, because the same approach was used in both the personal 
interview and the focus group. To further elaborate on the focus group we did not use an expert’s 
guideline when constructing the questions for the focus group, instead we decided to work with a 
more pragmatic approach, and only presenting them with a concept, and thereby having them 
controlling the discussion.  
7.0 Reflection  
 
In the beginning when choosing subject it was very hard, and we were met by many challenges. 
We chose our dimensions; Philosophy and Science, and Text & Sign, this resulted in a morality-
based approach to the project, compared to if we had chosen a cultural approach to the 
corporations and the consumer culture. In the brainstorming process there had been some 
thoughts of choosing social media related issues or the fur industry, what again would have been 
a cultural approach to philosophy rather than using a direct visual analysis, and analyzing 
meaning through words as with Text & Sign. Furthermore, we considered using a historical 
approach, with a focus in the Phenomological studies. In such a case, we would have 
investigated a case study or events, regarding our topic. Additionally to this idea, we would have 
used a Discursive-Historical Analysis. In the end we agreed upon the tobacco industry, but after 
the introduction of morality into the project, the project became much different in comparison to 
what we previously agreed upon. A couple of weeks into the brainstorming and reading process, 
we finally agreed upon the moral aspect of corporations, not limiting ourselves to the tobacco 
industry, but looking more at morality and CSR within corporations, we realized that the tobacco 
industry would not be extensive enough. After the finalization process it was important to 
delegate roles upon which the group work was based. It was important to delegate a 
leader/contact position and thereby establishing some sort of pecking order, which would 
contribute positively to the group work – in that, there would be a person gathering what 
everybody expressed, process it, and then feed it back to the group. This was the job of the 
leader. Furthermore, some other minor positions were filled, such as the role of the chair, this 
person would write every idea, new perspective etc. down at the group meetings, which helped 
stick to the agenda. The delegation of roles worked really well, as we then knew who to contact 
and who to ask, if one was to be confused about anything. The actual group meetings served 
several great functions: firstly, the meetings were used to map the progress, evaluate the total 
condition of the project, delegation of new assignments and agendas for the next meeting. 
Secondly they were used to enforce the group dynamic, and make sure that everybody got to say 
what they wanted. Thirdly the group meetings were used to meet with our great supervisor, who 
made sure to answer all of our questions, but assumed a very active position, which would 
benefit the direction of our project greatly, and he made sure to point us to loads of literature 
which would enforce our statements. The main literature chosen for this project was carefully 
chosen to uncover the shadier side of corporative supremacy, which we as individuals in a 
consumer-society do not see- but what had been interesting in the wake of the Volkswagen 
scandal, so this was extremely relevant and peaked the whole groups interest. When talking 
about literature it is important to keep in mind that some of these sources could have been simply 
opinions, but most of them are based on facts whether that be medical reports, sales numbers etc. 
the factual sources often support the more fragile sources. But we could in fact, have been more 
critical towards the main theory used; Kant’s deontology, where it might have had a different 
outlook if we had chosen to use the consequentialist point of view on ethics, as their views on the 
emphasis of means and ends differentiate critically- “the universal rule vs the situated result”. 
Another thing which is very crucial to reflect on, is the selection of methods used in this project. 
In the beginning we leaned a little more towards doing a strictly statistical analysis, where we 
would show the sales numbers, and the occurrences that led to those sales numbers, whether 
rising or falling. The cause and effect method could have been utilized, but to understand the 
effectiveness on a more personal level, it was agreed upon to make qualitative studies, through a 
one on one interview, and a focus group interview, where the personal interview alone would 
give us one opinion, without much room for a discussion, as our opinion could be viewed as too  
opinionated- the interference level of the interviewer was an important issue to address, as we 
chose to make it a semi-structured interview, where participators had the chance to express 
themselves, and discuss interpersonally, but would not get too carried away from the main 
question. The group’s internal dynamic in relation to the opinions expressed were especially 
interesting to look at, from a critical discursive approach- so we could keep a healthy distance to 
the utterings of the individuals, as they were our classmates and therefore knew our project 
already.  The questions were chosen so that we would not try to force the conversation into our 
personal presumptions. Attention to confirmation bias was also extremely important, as our 
presumptions could fiddle with the way the project plays out- which we were only mildly 
successful in achieving. This whole process was very interesting if we look for signs of causality, 
what effects what- in regards to selling a product but not being entirely clear, marketing and 
branding etc. All in all, it seems as though we were highly successful in creating a valid product, 
which can unravel some of the parts of corporative doings, which are still shrouded in mystery. 
 
8.0 Conclusion 
 
Since the concept of branding was introduced in the 1980’ies, it has had a vast influence on not 
only corporal marketing, but indeed on society as well. Initially, corporations had very few 
variations of branding which predominantly focused around the product, a given corporation 
tried to introduce to the society. Taking this into consideration, it has been fascinating to 
examine the development in variations in which corporations tries to brand oneself, deviating 
from the masses of corporations. 
As discovered, the major turn of events came along with the immense reduction within products 
belonging to Marlboro that already at that point was a huge brand. With this incident, society got 
acquainted to their introduction of the Marlboro Man whom was seminal to what we understand 
as branding as of today. Laterally, corporations such as Nike and Microsoft gradually began to 
understand that neither the product, nor the making of it, were indicators of a successful 
corporation – it was certainly more a case of how a corporation appeared to the society, namely 
the consumers and stakeholders.  
Having examined the adaption of corporations towards the society in the initiation of the 
1980’ies, we went on to observe how the inclusion of society has affected corporations. Initially, 
this was done by determining that scandals or controversies will indeed erupt with society – 
more precisely being media, consumers, stakeholders and politicians primarily – now being a 
part of each corporation – in the sense that they are being trusted to reach expectations of these 
stakeholders. Failing to do this will result in enormous media coverage and a potential 
destruction of a company. As uncovered in our timeline, this happens, minor or major, on a daily 
basis. Asking the question, how the corporations have adapted to the society, we discovered that 
this development came along with the aforementioned process of Marlboro – this later lead to the 
introduction of Corporate Social Responsibility.  
The CSR strategy was initiated as a direct result of the inclusion of society in corporations. As 
corporations progressively understood this development, the strategy became a norm of branding 
oneself. The paramount argument of this strategy is that corporations must appear presentable 
towards the society and shall fulfil the moral obligations set by the society. Especially 
corporations such as Marlboro are required to engage in some sort of morally responsible activity 
– this perhaps being charity or environmental engagement. Failing to engage will generate a 
deteriorating perception of a corporation that already sells lethal products.  
However, the involvement of society has proved to be more complex than initially assumed. As 
Heidi Hansen examines in her dissertation of branding, the development has brought 
corporations into a difficult spot – extraordinary expectations have increased the possibility of 
scandals as society will somehow be aware of the activities of a given corporation sooner or 
later. This was perchance exemplified the best by the Volkswagen scandal. Not only did the 
corporation commit a great breach of trust – they ironically did the exact opposite of their 
proposed CSR strategy. This instance displayed the complexity of CSR and proved that the 
adaption did not – and does not – happen without complications.  
Now looking aside from the CSR and just focusing on the aspect of morality within corporate 
branding, we’ve tried a number of methods to discover what exact role morality plays. Both 
looking at Kant’s theory as well as Caroll’s, analyzing pictures to see if they’re targeting the 
viewers ‘the right’ way and having a focus group comment on the concept in general. Do 
companies have a moral obligation? It is a relevant question put forth, in days of scandals that 
have a consequence to the wellbeing of the consumers and our planet, like for example the 
Volkswagen scandal. It may not be the drop that is going to make the ozone layer disperse, but at 
the eyes of the consumer that were led to believe they were making a change for the better, it is 
indeed a blow. In regards to the tobacco industry the health of the consumer is jeopardized with 
false information in order to increase the number of sales. In the focus group there were torn 
opinions of whether it is the companies’ responsibility or up to the consumer to take 
responsibility for its own actions. A parallel to the gambling industry was made and the fact that 
it is displayed so openly in society and easily accessible for people with gambling problems, 
made a great argument that corporations must take in account the danger that they are putting 
people in through their campaigns.  
Whether the corporations have a moral obligation to the consumer is a rather tough question to 
address seeing as it is also up to the free will of whoever decides to use a product. But when it 
comes to misinformation, leaving our certain details or downright lying to the costumer it is the 
corporations burden to bear. This is also why all of the scandals come to life; people have felt 
betrayed and conned, in short; “it is not right.” These scandals lead to the creation of 
organizations not conducted or maintained to make profit off anything, hoping to put a stop to 
the companies abusing the consumer and to tell the truth. To conclude, as we see through the 
discourse analysis as well, as the philosophical aspect, the pressure of the consumer is in the end 
what creates companies and their value, thereby making it a never-ending circle of expectations 
versus demands. In the end being the conclusive element that conveys the continuous lies that 
companies make use of, in order to meet their societal demands.    
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10.0 Appendix  
  
1 - 0:00,0 - 0:41,1  
Frederik: So welcome, thank you for participating, i am going to be the moderator, and Jeff is 
going to be the assistant moderator. Basically we are having this focus group in order to get a 
broader view into the perception of morality inside corporate branding, and for starters we 
wanted you to discuss the concept of morality inside corporate branding, which is why we gave 
you these two advertisements. Basically just, first thoughts? What do you think of them? Do you 
have any idea about what they are?  
2 - 0:41,1 - 1:03,4  
Arre: The one to the left, the older one with Marlboro country, it's more old fashioned, going 
through more old fashioned values, cowboy and the country side. While the one on the right is a 
claer anti add i guess it's called, they call them that? Against the smoking of Marlboro.   
3 - 1:03,4 - 1:15,6   
Maiken: Yeah, it kind of reminds me of how it has developed, like how it once it was cool to 
smoke, and now for me personally it's not cool at all, and you can see they look like grey small 
mouses, standing like this. 
4 - 1:15,6 - 1:28,3  
Nikoline: I kind of like how it says ''Smoking causes hypothermia'', so like you know, freezing to 
death, cause you're out of the warm, you're in the cold smoking.   
5 - 1:28,3 - 1:36,2  
Frederik: None of you are smokers right? Every member of the focus group: No. Frederik: 
Allright just to be clear. Anything else you get from these?  
6 - 1:36,2 - 1:59,9  
Philip: I think, maybe this kind of parody, it shows how it's become more acceptable to critizise 
the tobacco industry, of the health concequensens of smoking.  
7 - 1:59,9 - 2:06,7  
Frederik: Basically if you have to guess, what time would you say they were from? both of them. 
8 - 2:06,7 - 2:52,4  
Nikoline: They're not from the same time, the Marlboro, the cowboy might be like a earlier one, 
i'm not sure when Marlboro started, but i'm really not sure, but just by looking this looks way 
older, but i don't know if you want us to discuss the themes of the pictures, or the actual pictures? 
Cause this like whole masculinity cause that might be like earlier time, where it was masculine to 
smoke, where like this, they make like fun of themselves if that's they're own commercial, they 
seeme like they make fun of themselves. Cause people who smoke now, kind of knows its  bad 
for you.  
9 - 2:52,4 - 2:55,0  
Maiken: I would say this is like the, i don't even now like.  
10 - 2:55,0 - 2:55,7  
Nikoline: 70's - 80's.  
11 - 2:55,7 - 3:08,8  
Maiken: No i would say like 90's, early 90's or late 80's, cause they have really ugly clothes. 
12 - 3:08,8 - 3:18,8  
Philip: I think it is relatively recent as well that people have smoked outside like, in the 80's, and 
propably even into the 90's, people smoked in the office, so it gets after 2000.  
13 - 3:18,8 - 3:25,3  
Nikoline: Cause now you're not allowed to smoke in public places, or indoor, and restaurants.  
14 - 3:25,3 - 4:02,9  
Frederik: The first one is actually from the, i think it's the 50's, and the second one is an anti-add 
as you said, from a non-profit organization called Adbusters, and it's from, I think it's actually 
from 2000, 2009. We wanted you to the impression not to, you know, discuss whether or not it's 
the pictures or the themes, but to get your idea of it, what you get from it. Now if we add the idea 
of CSR, which is corporate social responsibility, anyone of you know what that is?  
15 - 4:02,9 - 4:09,1  
Philip: Yeah. The rest of the participants: No. 
16 - 4:09,1 - 4:30,2  
Frederik: For those of you who don't, its basically an idea that every corporation has to follow 
the idea that you can have a company, but you have to have it in order for, have it with the 
mindset that you actually contribute to the community, and not harm it in any way. if we add that 
into it, what do you get out of the pictures now?  
17 - 4:30,2 - 4:46,9  
Arre: It would give warnings to actual smoking, all the smokers, and the anti add is kind of 
making fun of hypothermia and it does gave warnings towards smoking so it is being kind of 
responsible, they admit it’s bad, but at the same time this is not showing how bad it is.  
18 - 4:46,9 - 5:18,1  
Nikoline: yeah and nobody is smoking on this one, its like he's not smoking, he's just an image of 
be cool and smoke,  cause they're smoking, they're standing with a cigarette in their mouth, and 
look really uncomfortable, and he's just like, he's in nature, but he doesn't smoke, but there are 
cigarettes on the picture, it seems really odd,  they could just have taken a random picture and 
then put smokes on this side and be like, this match is like, this is the same.  
19 - 5:18,1 - 5:42,3  
Diana: Maybe the one to left is maybe more persuasive than the one on the right, cause he's not 
holding a cigarette, he's not smoking, where this, the image one on the right, it's pretty obvious 
that they're smoking, and there is this huge sky of smoke above them. 
1 - 5:42.3 - 6:03.3  
Maiken: I'm also thinking about the color use. If you look at the first picture, it’s really like 
catching with the yellow, hay kind of thing, and he is wearing a red shirt, like it’s really a 
colorful picture compared to this(Refers to the other picture), which looks so gray. Both the 
people and clouds.  
2 - 6:03.3 - 6:10.5  
Nicoline: And you would rather be him than them, that’s kind of, you know, more attracting.   
3 - 6:10.3 - 6:20.9  
Frederik: I know that none of you smoke, but if you were to identify or name some brand values 
that tobacco companies have, what would they be ?  
4 - 6:20.9 - 6:37.5  
Diana: Freedom maybe. 
Philip: Do your own thing. 
Arre: The adds speficially or in general? 
Frederik: In general.  
Arre: Because for the adds it’s kind of like, hey look we´re cowboys and manly. 
5 - 6:37.5 - 7:25.3  
Nikoline: It’s a natural thing almost.  
Arre: I’ts the freedom of the west. Well this add in general, I don’t really know any other adds.  
Maiken: If I think about own life, I´ve never been a smoker, but I´ve smoked sometimes and it 
was mainly to be cool. Like cause it’s the cool people who smoke. Not so much in relation to this 
picture, of course a little bit, but it’s more like when you grow up or when turn more than 20, I 
think sometimes, it was more like a youth thing. Once the cool girls were smoking outside and 
you wanted to be a cool girl, so of course you did it as well. And I know some of you have been 
smoking.  
6 - 7:24.2 - 7:37.2  
Nikoline: But it’s also, I feel like when I was smoking, that there was this barrier which you can 
break between people. So it’s really like a social thing, sometimes, and then you get addicted. 
But it’s just like "do you have a light?" or "can i like get a fag from you?" So yeah.   
7 - 7:37.1 - 8:09.3  
Maiken: I do thing nowadays it’s more like, it’s difficult to smoke sometimes because you have 
to be in certain areas if you go for example to Tivoli or an amusement park or something, there 
are certain areas you can smoke and if you work somewhere you have to either outside or like 
faraway in this little box or something.  So, it’s not so social anymore compared to once where 
everyone was smoking, it was a friend thing.  
8 - 8:09.3 - 8:46.0  
Diana: If you continued to thing about freedom, as this picture represents, its freedom somehow 
doesn´t relate to smoking today, because a smoker is not free to smoke whereever the smoker 
wants to smoke, so somehow the freedom has been taken away. So this image on the right is 
more representable in relation to how it is to be a smoker today and the picture on the left is more 
representable of how it was to be smoker back in the days before all of these laws.   
9 - 8:45.9 - 8:58.9  
Frederik: Now, Corporate Social Responsibility, the idea that you can´t hurt the society, do 
cigarette companies fulfill those? Do you think they have some morale obligations towards the 
society or the consumers?   
10 - 8:58.8 - 9:25.8  
Diana: I think the picture on the left does not live up to it at all, because it, like I said before, its 
persuasive, it represents a feeling of freedom and power and so forth. As a smoker I don´t think 
you have power or freedom, so its persuasive in the way that it represents something that its not.  
11 - 9:25.8 - 9:28.3  
Frederik: What the companies in general?  
12 - 9:28.2 - 10:00.2  
Maiken: But do you think about the society or like, what is the rules again ?  
Frederik: The rules is basically that companies can’t hurt society, they have to...  
Maiken: So people, like individuals and the surroundings and stuff? or... 
Diana: Cause they do put the text on the package saying that smoking kills, so in that sense, yes 
they live up to it.  
Maiken: Thats because they have to.  
Diana: Yeah, but they live up to it.  
Maiken: Its illegal if they don´t put on, I think they have to.  
13 - 10:00.2 - 10:36.9  
Nikoline: But that must be a part of the regulation, that you inform what product they´re buying. 
Its something that can kill you. But I would say, for like now, its kind of, like when you smoke 
its says, like people know you are at risk of heart disease or lung cancer and all that, so I feel like 
uhm... they do kind of... they´re not hidding anything about it being.  
Maiken: But they still sell it.  
Nikoline: Yeah yeah, but still sell like other dangerous things like, you can get alcohol and 
drugs.   
14 - 10:36.8 - 11:21.0  
Diana: Did they use to have commercials? Cause I don´t remember any commercials.  
Frederik: They were banned in the seventies. Since then it hasn´t been allowed to advertise 
smoking, atleast on television.  
Maiken: But I remember, one time I saw a commercial with the queen, Magrethe, where she was 
smoking and of course like the grown up part of the society or the old people now, they have like 
the comparison between cigarettes and the queen, so they maybe see it in another way than us, 
cause we´ve never experienced any commercials or anything. Have you experienced any 
commercials (Asking the focus group) 
 
15 - 11:21.0 - 11:50.6  
Nikoline: Not in Denmark no.  
Arre: Not in Denmark.  
Diana: But still, the cool people have been represented with cigarrets through other...  
Philip: In movies.  
Diana: Yeah, exactly, in movies. So it’s been represented somehow. But we're not really 
answering.  
Maiken: No, your question is if we´ve think they are like... 
Frederik: If they furfill they moral obligations.  
Maiken: Well, I don´t think so.  
Nikoline: I do.  
Arre: I do think so.  
Maiken: You think so? But they still sell it ?  
Arre: They sell it, and everyone knows it’s bad, but the warnings is on there.   
16 - 11:50.6 - 11:54.7  
Frederik: Now, While you´re on this discussion. What if we add the consumer responsibility into 
the equation?   
1 - 11:54,8 - 12:14,6  
Nicoline: Yea i think it’s the consumer, also you can kill yourself by taking a selfie. you know 
there are so many things that can kill you I don’t think you can blame it on the cigarette 
companies 
2 - 12:12,4 - 12:21,3  
Maiken: Then why do they make them? 
3 - 12:14,6 - 12:14,7  
Niko: why do they make alcohol? Because so many people want it. 
4 - 12:21,3 - 12:33,1  
It’s the same as putting a McDonalds menu in front of a really fat person. It’s the persons own 
fault but he’s not responsible. It’s a really difficult question 
5 - 12:33,1 - 12:39,1  
Niko: it’s interesting. 
6 - 12:39,1 - 12:46,7  
Natalia : Its problem. Some people want to be responsible for their own health but they like it 
because of so many years of smoking 
7 - 12:46,7 - 13:13,5  
Philip:  I think it’s also because in some ways its socially acceptable, and its acceptable for 
tobacco but not for drugs. Alcohol and there is a lot of problems in society with alcohol abuse 
and you can say some people kill themselves from drinking too much  
8 - 13:13,5 - 13:22,0  
Frederik: If we change the subject from tobacco to just companies in general, do you have any 
examples or stuff like that ? 
9 - 13:22,0 - 13:52,9  
Talia: I think all the odd you know the gamble, yea gambling , I see it everywhere. And um i 
think that company or brand or whatever does not live up to the moral responsibility, because it 
is everywhere and there are actually people who suffer from ludumania , so that is what i had. 
10 - 13:52,9 - 14:05,6  
Arre: A kind of a similar thing is these  loan companies that charges ridiculous entry’s on short 
term loans, that can financially ruin people. 
 
11 - 14:05,6 - 14:11,4  
Frederik: Just out of curiosity, do you have a standpoint in general, is it the corporation or the 
consumer who is responsible? 
12 - 14:11,4 - 14:17,8  
Maiken: probably the consumer. 
13 - 14:17,8 - 14:19,2  
Nikoline: But the consumer is being pursued -- 
14 - 14:19,2 - 14:22,0  
Maiken: By the company, yea,  
15 - 14:22,0 - 14:29,3  
Nikoline: So it’s kind of like this evil circle I believe. It’s of course it’s the consumers  
16 - 14:29,3 - 14:30,1  
Maiken: They buy it with their money but companies make it possible to buy it. So it is like an 
evil circle  
17 - 14:30,1 - 14:47,3  
Nikoline: yea they are being persuaded by this product by someone else who is maybe.  
18 - 14:47,3 - 15:05,7  
Natalia: It’s because they represent it with something so good, like gold okay then you're 
glamorous you're rich, you happy etc. But you're not necessarily - you're persuaded to think a 
certain way - consumerism 
19 - 15:05,7 - 15:12,7  
Maiken: I can sometimes think that smoking is for rich people.  
20 - 15:12,7 - 15:43,6  
Nikoline: Really? Cause i see it as totally poor people . I see people who need something. its - no 
like i see, you can see the fancy cigarette. But I am really thinking that is the same way people go 
to McDonalds. People who eat fast food are really the ones who do not have enough money to 
spend. I feel like it’s a healthy people are more, rich not in terms of money but in terms of 
knowledge or intelligence 
21 - 15:43,6 - 15:51,9  
Frederik: So you all think sorts of I don’t know, identification process in the consumers choice?  
22 - 15:51,9 - 16:25,7  
Philip: I don’t know if it’s the consumers responsible but more the corporations. There should be 
some rules, I don’t agree with guns being freely available, like even if , I wouldn’t agree with if 
that was fully available that the consumers would be responsible in using them. I think it should 
be legal and then like some people could. Like there is a slightly difference from guns, like you 
don’t kill other people in the same extent but.  
23 - 16:25,6 - 16:37,8  
Maiken: That could be a discussion as well because other people get sick from you smoke. A lot 
of people die every year because of that. 
24 - 16:37,8 - 16:38,6  
Frederik: From second hand smoking? Okay 
25 - 16:38,6 - 16:47,3  
Diana: I think it’s up to the corporation now. 
26 - 16:47,3 - 17:12,2  
Natalia: I think the price for cigarettes is high, a good thing to do is to raise them. Then there is 
the limitation to young people who are not really responsible in that young age. Not really 
conscious of what they do. 
27 - 17:12,2 - 17:32,0  
Maiken: Thats true and it’s also funny to think about how young people hide it from their parents 
like everyone knows it’s a bad thing. I dont think any young people , they are responsible as well 
because they are hiding it, so they must know it’s wrong even though they do smoke for fun, or 
not fun but because other people are smoking. 
28- 17:31,9 - 17:48,6  
Natalia: The price could be increased then they don’t at least buy too much. But the prohibit is a 
bad thing because then people will want it more because of the psychology of not being allowed 
29 - 17:48,5 - 18:01,5  
Philip: They tried it in the states in the 20s with alcohol and it made people want to drink more.  
1 - 18:01,6 - 18:38,7  
Frederik: Getting back to the, what is called, more responsibility whether or not it is the 
corporation or the consumer. Have some of you heard about the current Volkswagen scandal?  
Maiken: They did something wrong?   
Frederik: For those of you who don't know it is... Some engineer decided to put in some software 
that circumvented the inition test which meant it said that it produced less Co2 than it actually 
did. For instance, in a situation like this. What do you think? 
2 - 18:38,6 - 19:26,0  
Maiken: It is not the consumer. Cause they were buying it...  
Nikoline: Like in a good faith.  
Frederik: So the identity or I guess the brand values is more into the identification... Is more a 
thing regarding the identification. You know, you know the brand and you know it is good value. 
Is that something you would agree in?  
Philip: Can you repeat the question? 
Frederik: I'll try and rephrase... Basically, Volkswagen... Basically in regards to this, how... I 
really can't formulate it.   
 
3 - 19:27,2 - 19:52,6  
Diana: Isn't it that it was bought in a good faith that the idea around is Volkswagen... Was you 
know it, something about Co2. So you buy in good faith and then it collapses because it's...  
4 - 19:54,8 - 19:59,7  
Maiken: But he wants to talk about identification. 
Diana: I mean the connection to... 
5 - 20:07,0 - 20:31,8  
Frederik: Basically, the corporation vs the consumer. But that mix the identification process of 
brand choice. 
Maiken: So you identify with the brand? But they didn't identify with the brand. They wanted to 
buy something healthy and then they found out that it wasn't healthy... They still identify with 
them, but they tricked them. So I think it has something to do with identification definitely.  
6 - 20:32,4 - 20:48,6  
Frederik: So do you think this translates to products in general? Identification and brand values 
and... Examples for instance, have some of you encountered it? Identification.  
Diana: Like make-up?    
7 - 20:50,4 - 21:07,3  
Nikoline: Macbook. I'm thinking apple because I only buy apple products, because I know the 
brand - I know what to expect. And right now, they haven't failed, but I can see like as a 
Volkswagen... if I was a costumer or consumer and they failed me once, I would be like okay. 
Maybe another brand. 
8 - 21:08,5 - 21:44,4  
Diana: But if I look at identification in regards to when they market their product. Then when 
they brand a make-up product they identify you as becoming perfect. Rich looking, glamorous, 
happy you know. And I think a lot of people, me personally sometimes, I persuaded into buying 
a product based on this identification. Do you know what I mean?   
9 - 21:44,5 - 22:00,2  
Maiken: I'm definately thinking home shopping. You know, those things you can buy in ads. 
Have you seen them? It's like a belt with... Elektroder? 
Frederik: Like a belt that shocks you. 
10 - 22:01,2 - 22:17,4  
Nikoline: It's like celebrities. If I see Rihanna wear some cool sneakers, I'm like, where can I buy 
these?  I need them! You know, you can kind of view... If you have something on that someone 
else wears, you can kind of identify with each other and the brand or... I don't know.  
11 - 22:18,0 - 22:23,5  
Jeff: So like a certain spokeperson can make you buy the products?  
 
12 - 22:24,5 - 22:53,7  
Diana: To some extent. Definitely. I know it's crazy, but it is...  
Philip: I think if it was more legal to advertise to advertise tobacco, I think, probably, George 
Clooney could get people to smoke.  
13 - 22:53,4 - 23:29,4  
Maiken: But you told me about identifying with a person or also just a brand? Because I don't if 
it is identifying, but I' just thinking about McDonalds. You know, what you get. They promise 
you something, they promise you fast food. You go there and you identify what their values are 
and you go their because of them, but you go there because of them. So in some way I think it 
works on all levels. It's not just because it is a person it's also like the values ot that you know 
what get, when you go and buy it.  
14 - 23:30,9 - 23:38,6  
Diana: Can you give an example of a brand? Like, if I was to identify something with a brand?  
15 - 23:39,0 - 24:00,0  
Jeff: Say like Nike, I mean, you identify Nike with sports, with being healthy. If you say, I've 
become I want to become healthy. I need some new gear.  
1 – 24:00,3 - 24:52.5  
Natalia: I think until they don't cheat...This is sea front you know, because it is about people that 
trust these brands. 
Maiken: Yes, because they are going to have problems now. 
Natalia: But it is ok, there is balance, they sell it to people who think it doesn't impact them in 
bad ways but they actually want so it is quite fair. 
2 - 24:52.5 - 25:52.7  
Jeff: Ok, so if we take Nike, their commercials say they make you run fast, but the shoes doesn't 
make you run fast. I mean, it is you who is responsible for losing weight, it is not the shoes it is 
you. So that is also a way of cheating. 
Nicoline:  If I'm like, ok now I'm going training and I'm going to Nike to buy a whole set then I 
feel now I am ready, and you feel like your mind set is getting ready when you are dressed for it 
in a way. So if I feel like I want to go training then I need new gear so I feel like I want to show 
it, go running and it is so stupid, it really is. But it is because I feel like Nike or Adidas is the one 
brand you need if you want to work out, cause then you show that you got it under control. 
3 - 25:52.7 - 27:09.7  
Arre: I don't see it as cheating, to sell the shoes. I mean you buy the shoes being worn to run, not 
to run for you so it's up to the consumer to realise that it is not going to happen but he is going to 
have to do it by himself. 
Phillip: Yes, I agree it would be different if it they were actually making some kind of claims 
like with these shoes you can lose like 30 kilos. 
Nicoline: For example my mum said ''we are going to get those shoes'', but they don't work like 
they ruin your knees so you can only walk on these things and by getting used to it they can ruin 
the way of walking, and I don't think they are doing well anymore. So, I don't think it is chating 
unless you don't need what you are selling. If you sell these shoes as they are really good for 
running but they suck when I am running for my knees, or if they sell a brand like Malboro as it 
makes you really cool and healthy, and you get loungs cancer, because of that.... 
4 - 27:09.6 - 28:04.7  
Maiken: But with cigarettes they don't write ''smoke these cigarettes and you will be cool''. They 
don't anymore. They write that if you smoke you can get horrible lungs and they put pictures to 
see it. So they are definitely not cheating with their product. 
Phillip: I think they would if they could. 
Arre: I only see it as cheating when they make a specific statement about this is going to do that, 
but then they lie about it. But for the rest they don't make statements, they are just selling shoes 
and in the advertisement you can see you can run. So if no statement is done, like these shoes are 
going to bring your weight down by a lot, then there is no cheating.  
5 - 28:04.7 - 28:50.5  
Frederik: do you know or have a personal experience that a familiar brand has infringed moral 
obligations that might have changed your perception of it? 
Arre: A while back there was a scandal of meat ball in IKEA, I know a lot of people disagreed 
with the fact of being horse meat balls. I'm okay with eating horse meat because that is what we 
do in Belgium so it made me wonder it was a scandal because I wasn't polled by the fact that it 
was horse meat balls. But there were people who felt like the brand cheated in some way. 
6 - 28:50.5 - 29:35.6  
Maiken: I also remember McDonalds started lunching a new salad a they we like this is so 
healthy, a new era. Then they figured out there was so much sugar in the dressing that you get 
the same amount as you eat cheeseburgers. So with that in mind I don't expect anything healthy 
from McDonalds, even if they have all these new green things. No trust. 
Frederik: Was that what made you change the perception of it? 
Maiken: Yes, definetely because I knew already it was unhealthy then they started saying hey we 
have become healthy but that was actually lying because it was not healthy. 
1 - 30:00,4 - 31:10,1  
Nikoline: I don't know like it is a brand but i'm thinking like seaworld, cause I've actually been to 
seaworld, but after I saw Blackfish- the documentary about Tilikum and how horrible they're 
keeping those orcas in captivity, so after I saw that I haven't been to the zoo or supported 
anything like that, you know since then it was really a milestone I should say like: no I'm not 
supporting that anymore, that brand is dead to me, and i've seen more like celebrites doing like, 
on the highway: "Seaworld 10km" and then instead putting like "Seaworld sucks" and "shut it 
down" and climbing over and trying to free the orcas and stuff.. so that told me like, made my,.. 
cause I feel like people go to seaworld to be entertained of, but also because they love the sea 
creatures- i don't think they go there to be like "haha they're ugly" but then when you become 
informed, and enlighted of what is actually going on you feel so like ashamed that you supported 
this with your money and just your being there.. so 
2 - 31:10,2 - 31:23,1  
Maiken: You do that, people who smoke doesn't do that 
Nikoline: But in terms of brand, I feel like that when that brand kinda on all zoos in general, all 
animal enterainment like you know. 
3 - 31:26,0 - 32:30,5  
Frederik: "what about you, do you have an idea?" 
Phillip: Of brands that I have personally dissapointed in? 
Frederik: for instance 
Phillip: Ehm. no.. really not.. I can imagine if I was a smoker in like the 50's and 60's or 
something, when the evidence first started coming out that it was harmful, then I would feel 
cheated because I had grown up thinking like this was the American lifestyle and being this guy 
on the horse, and then you're gonna be like dead from lung cancer. Then you would be 
dissapointed. and yea I guess nothing has permanenttly shaken my brand loyalty to anything, but 
there has been some scandals in the UK with some different fastfood places, with like food 
poisoning and things and yea, I've never really .. like.. permanently been influenced by it..    
4 - 32:33,5 - 33:16,5  
Frederik: Just that let's say last thing: consumer or corporation? (who's responsibility is it) 
Arre: the corporation needs to be honest about it's products I think the consumer shouldn't 
blindly be tricked by anything they (the corporations) say or advertise- I mean they (the 
consumers) gotta have a barrier where they can understand like "okay this is just an 
advertisement, this is not going to make me run faster or.. or it's gonna cut down my 
measurement- I mean there's gotta be like a disbelief, so don't blame the followers but also tell 
the truth if you're the corporation - so picking one or the other.. sorry (can't pick) 
5 - 33:17,5 - 34:08,5  
Nikoline: I don't think we can pick the one or the other cause I think, feel like especially the 
newer generation would them locked to the screen, with their iphones and everything I feel like 
you're so manipulated in some way, to kinda think like "what I need to buy to run, and what I 
need to buy to look cool" and then of course you can take your own stance and say "no I will not 
support this consumerism" but then it's still like implanted, I don't think people can really study 
or get some knowledge about another.. it's just.. ugh I don't know.. I feel like it's the consumers 
(responsibility) some of the way, but i feel like we can only go to some extent, because he 
corporations (are) so implanted in us, like all the commercials and everything, we remember it 
and so.. 
 
6 - 34:09,5 - 34:21,5  
Maiken: Like the H&M thing happened, with the launch and stuff.. and there were like 12 year 
old kids sleeping in line in three days outside H&M, I think they are.. 
7 - 34:25,5 - 34:41,5  
Diana: but weren't the Kardashians not the front runners of the brand? and they also have a 
reality show, so if you're a fan of the people.. it's an evil circle. 
8 - 34:41,6 - 35:01,5  
Nikoline: 'cause when they had the interview in Go'morgen Danmark, they couldn't really answer 
why, like to look cool or.. but it's so implanted in people, that we tend to do these things, 
especially people who are really mainstream-ish- who watches all the commercials and watches 
tv. 
9 - 35:01,6 - 36:06,5  
Diana: with all the apps like Facebook and Instagram, all the images on Instagram is about 
having a good life, being cool and stuff like that. If you grow up looking at that everyday then 
you also wanna be cool- so maybe you sleep outside of H&M for three days in order to be cool, 
but that just because the image of whatever was promoted, or whatever was going to be sold in 
H&M.. uhm. promoted this image of "you're gonna be cool, because Kardashians are 
representing it, and they are cool.. so you get kind of caught in that.. but at the same time I agree, 
it's also up to the consumers to think...just to be critical.. just to be a bit more critical, and not just 
be persuaded into believing in the emotions that they're trying to bring forth, and relate to these 
images that they represent.  
10 - 36:07,6 - 36:16,5  
Natalia: you're right completely, but the girls who were sleeping there were 12 or 13 (years old) 
and they cannot.. you know - they're too small to understand, so of course the companies should 
11 - 36:16,6 - 36:21,5  
Diana: They have parents, so the parents should be responsible. 
12 - 36:22,6 - 36:26,5  
Natalia: You know, sometimes you cannot influence your child 
(everybody laughs) 
13 - 36:27,6 - 36:45,5  
Philip: I think the corporation has a responsibility up to the point of complying with the law and 
not being dishonest, then after that I think it's the consumer's (responsibility) - Seaworld as an 
example is up to the consumers.  
14 - 36:45,5 - 37:01,5  
Nikoline: Cause if.. I honestly don't believe that anyone supports it, unless they can see the 
money flow, you know.. so that's the whole thing, when people are kinda like held in the 
shadow, then you believe anything. 
15 - 37:01,5 - 37:46,5  
Diana: Same with the Nike commercials or the Nike Brand or Brand Value that: "you're gonna 
run really fast with these shoes" you know.. I think it's okay to brand your shoes with that value, 
because it's not being dishonest- you can actually run fast with these shoes, but it's still up to you, 
as the runner, to run fast.. so in that way it's up to the consumers...  like don't buy these shoes and 
believe that (you're gonna run faster), like with this image, don't buy cigarettes and believe you're 
gonna sit on a horse, and you know.. because... yea.. that's just stupidity to me.... No.. but it's 
ignorant... it's ignorant to believe that. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
